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This report is the thesis or final report for the Master of Science program of Mr. 
Gilles  Belaud.  He completed  the  requirements  for  an M.S. degree  in Genie  Rural 
(Agricultural Engineering) from the Ecole Nationale du Genie Rural, des €aux et Forets 
(ENGREF) in Montpellier,  France during September  1996.  He spent three months in 
Pakistan during  1996 to complete all of the  necessary field work  and analysis.  This 
reprodirction is identical to the document accepted by ENGREF. 
We  have a  number  of national and international  students  participating  in the 
research  prograrir  of  the  Pakistari  National  Program  of  the  international  Irrigation 
Management  tnstitirta.  Their  theses  and dissertations  arc retained in our  library for 
ready  reference.  Only a few of these  documents  are selected  for  publication  in our 
research report series.  The principal criteria for publishing is good qualily research and 
a lopic that would be of  interest to many of  our national partners. 
This report is an output of a collaborative research program will1 the Inlerriational 
Sediiiientalion  Research  Instilute,  Pakistan  (ISRIP)  aiid  CEMAGREF,  llie  Fi~eiich 
national  research  organization  for  agriculture,  water  and  foresls.  This  research 
program on sediment transport was formulated in December 1094 and iniliatecl during 
1995.  This is one of our first reports on sediment  transpoi!. 
This study investigated the use of a simple sediiiient IranspoiL model that could 
interface with the unsteady hydraulic model SIC (Sirnulalion of Irrigation Canals).  The 
calibration and validation was done using data collecled by ISRIP on Chashma Right 
Bank Canal and the  Chashma-Jhelum  Link Canal in Pakistan. 
Mr. Gilles Belaud will begin a  Ph.D  program in December  1996 that  is being 
funded by CEMAGREF.  He wilf continue this research in  order to develop a general 
sediment transport model that can be linked with SIC. 
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APPENDIC:  ES Modcling of Scdmenl r  ransnort in lrriealion  Cnnits of P  ak istali. E  snrnales of Annlicatioii.  IV  ., 
Abstract 
In  1995. a program of collaboration started between IIMI, ISRIP and CEMAGREF in order to minimize the effccrs 
of sedimentation  in the  irrigation canals.  For  this purpose,  it has been chosen  to combine  a  model of sediment 
rransport to the hydraulic software SIC used for water management in the irrigation canars. 
During this Master of Science, strategies for modeling the evoltition of the concentrations along the canals have been 
proposed. Then a simulation tool, deliberatelysimple,  was developed, associating n sediment transport rnodel [o the 
existing hydriiulic model. TWO laws, a11 equilibrium law nnd  loading Iiilv, arc nt.crssary ;tiid tlircc paranietcrs have 
I0  bc cnlibmtrd. 
The tool has been tested in calibration and validation  on two canals thanks to data collected  by  ISRIP: Chashma 
Right Bank Canal and Chashma Jhelurn Link Canal. 
,A  cnlibration procedtirc  is defined  and tested on each canal for  six equilibrium  laws. All these  laws give  similar 
results, and although niany problems remain  in the calihration, the general trends can be reproduced. 
In prediction, we compared [lie errors between measured and catculated voltinie variarions. These errors vary from 
jOFb [IJ 70% in average,  rscept for  vciy short terms wliere  they  were much  higher. Such errors are  expected  in 
sediment  transport  problems  (measurement  inaccuracies,  approximations  in the  model  ...)  and  the  quality  of  B 
prediction must not only be assessed through the error on the deposited voiumes. 
The model will have to be developed and tested on many other systems, at different scales and for longer series. 
.4s  an esample of application,  we  also show how it is  possible to use the simulation tool'to observe the  effect of 
differen1 water management strategies on sedimentation. 
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remained unsolved. List of nhhreviatim g :  acceleration duc to gravity 
t :  time 
T : duration of a period of steady flow 
x : longitudinal abscissa 
Z : water elevation 
h :  water depth 
II :  hydraulic charge 
Q :  liquid discharge 
q :  liquid dicharge per unit width 
s :  wetted area 
J :  slope of energy line (Iiydraulic gradient) 
K : Strickler coefficient 
p :  wetted perimeter 
R,=S/P :  hydraulic radius 
U=Q/S :  average velocity 
p : specific weight of  water 
V : kincinatic viscosity of wntcr 
and oatwrs  rehve  to 
Qs  :  solid discharge 
qs :  solid discharge per uriit width 
d: diameter of a grain 
dx :  superior diameter of the x%  finer particles of a mixing. 
pI  :  specific weight of the grains 
p : prosity of the grains 
AV: variation of volume during a period in a reach 
AS  :  variation of area for a cross section 
C : sediment concentration 
C+  : equilibrium concentration 
w :  terminal velocity 
6  :  deposited quantity per unit width, length and time. 
u ,v : locat vctocities in x, y directions 
'C  :  total shear stress 
To:  total shear stress at the bed surface t 
cr: critical stage. 
f(d) :  distribution hinction (pcrcentnge of particles finer than the diameter d) 
p : multiplicative coefficient for the equilibrium law 
ad,  a,  :  constants of  deposition and erosion 
J(.,,)  :  quadratic error function. 
=yhJ 
=  :  shear velocity. I:  is a characteristic velocity at the grain level and in the vicinity of the bed. 
Y=  '0  :  Shields dimensionless shear stress, or mobility number. 
6.  'UP 
u'. d  Re" = -.  . Reynolds number at grain scalc. 
@q,,/-  :  dimensionless solid discharge per unit width. 11.  tntrociuction 
7.7  General 
The agicitltuml perforinaiices in Pakistan depend to a large extent on tlit el'tkiency of  the  irrigation systems. ivhich 
cover scinie  16  million lieciares (third largest in the world). 
This systeiii was initiated under lhe British Governiiient in the middle of  the  19th century. At  the  beginning, only ilic 
a\failable water from  rivers were derived  but very soon cross devices were constructed  to  supply inore wilier  for 
loiisrr periods.  Tlien ilic  nritisli  engineers started  to  think of improving  the efhcieiicy of 11ic C~IIMIS.  Thcy  WUJU 
I-;ipidl>.  tiicrd with the prohlcrns ofscilimcrit transport. 'l'hey observcd that  ii' the llow velocity wiis too high, :,wtiririg 
swld  appear arid nifect the stability ofthe earthen channels. On the other hand, {lie  c;inals Iiad ii tendency 10  siltaliun 
wlicn tticy received a high ;\mount of scdiments (coming from upstream) and wlicn the flow velocity was too low. 
.\tier  tlume experiments, thc erigincers staitcd to  define empirical rules for channel design (see literature  r-cview), 
gtviiig an eqiiilibriuni protile for given discharges (solid and liquid) and slope (which  is imposctl by [fie riatuml slope 
ot'tlie yotirid), l'lrere rules ass~trne  Ihot the average concentration at the head  of the  channel is  Iitnitcd (500 ni$l  in 
Laccy's approach). 
Bur there arc some cases where the sediment loads cannot be  controlled easily. For example, the I~lirnah!~aii  arcas 
suft'rr  r'roni  an ittiportant  surface erosion, inducing high material  loads in  the rivers.  In  10x1, Ning Chicii  aiid  Tiii 
Ting Chung published a survey giving average concentratioiis in the biggest 13itiialayan rivers: 4 &'I  in Ganges  river. 
2.5 g!l  in  lndus  river.^.  the record being 3s  :/I  in  the Yellow river where a maximum of 666 gil has already xen 
measured. 
I'lic~c  scdimcrits arc vcq. titie and ciiii  bt. tr;irqnrtcd for long distanccs. 71'hc iiiiijor iiiditcetl prc)blciii  is siitatiori  in 
Oic  storage basins wlicre  tlia  sediments settle because of the low flow velocities.  Rul high concenrrations are also 
r~.lcnsetl  when the watcr level iii the  rcscrvoir is  low and tlic needs  (or  irrigation  arc high  (typic;dly  just bcforc the 
iiionsoon, in Junr). Th:it  is why irrigntioii  carinls also suffcr fin111  high solid disclrarge. A lttioug,li tho hond regiilnrors 
of' ihc.  canals  can  be  closed  in  case  of  exceptional  coricentratjons,  and  (Icspitt:  desiltirig  clevicc5,  the  avdriigc 
cowziitr;itions  art' sliII high  ;lid scdiiiiciitatioii  itl~lLlctiibly  occurs  wlicti  tlic  lluw  vcloctty  ~1ccrc;iscs  do\vti!;1t-ciiiii 
t'roiii the offtakcs. 
fhc  ii!  ~linttlic  conscqucnccs of siltation :ire well identilicd iinw: liriiitnlion of  thc conveyaiicc capacity arid  incrcxc 
of drlivcry  heterogeneity.  The  raising of the bed  level also raises  the  water  lwei (for  a  same discharge  bur  die 
capacity of hydraulic transport of a channel is liiriited by  its barks and the acceptable discharge is decreased). If  100 
high  a  discharge passes tlirough  the silted canal,  overtopping  and breaches can  occur. But  in  sonle distributaries 
(scwndary canals), the Lmlers at Iic;id  bcrictit  from  the decreasing of the  transpoit capacity of' the taii: cven ii' the 
total  discharge  is  decreased, the water  level raises at head and the feeding of the outlets is  favored; thr t;imiers  at 
head receive more water at the expense of the  farmers downstream. To preserve the  interests of the tail  farmers, 
riisintcnance  has to  be  done, by  the  farniers theinselves wider the control of  (lie Irrigiition  Department or by  he 
Irrigulioii Il)epiitiinciit tlictliselvcs when  tic problcms arc too sliilrp. 
Iri  !lit province  of  Sitidli  (south  of Pakistao),  Janirao  C;inal  silted  tip  fiorn  7  tn 0  feet  (7-  to  3  meters)  sincc  its 
construction in  1974. To preserve the transport capacity of Ihe canal, the  Irrigation  Department has been oblised io 
runkc daily  mechanicnl  dredging, which  is  very  costly.  In  Punjab, silt clearance  usually accounts  tbr half of the 
operation and maintenance costs (ref. 171). 
f.  2  Solutions? 
The  phenomenon of siltation  in  the  irrigation  systenis  is not  controlled bul  llie  managers  know  that  the present 
strategies of water distribution  are not  optimal  from a  sediinentologic  point  of view.  Still  they  have constraints (water  levels,  available resources,  equity iti distribution ...) so that  it  is  not  always  possible  to just  increase  the 
tlisclinrgcs or decrease tlic Icvuls at tlic control regulators. 
Nzvertljeless, it niay be possible to improve tlic present strategies of niainten;incu, operations and wen design of the 
channels so as to  reduce the negative  impacts of siltation, but still satisfying the other constraints: the problems of 
sjltatioii should be taken as n constraint, and n better equilibrium between the different constraints might be possible. 
For that, a better understanding of tlie sediment transport in  the irrigation canals is necessary. We should be able to 
predict the behavior of a canal under given hydraulic and sediment inflow conditions: what will be die bed evolution, 
the deposited volume ofsediments, the outflow of sediments  ...  in order to be able to compare different strategies of 
tvrlter management, cliannel design or maintenance. 
7.3 A joint research program 
'rllrer.  organisms are associated in this research program: 
Ilhll' has a strong experience in the irrigation systems of Pakistan and has been collaborating for more than ten years 
with the Irrigation and Power Department in improving the efficiency of the irrigated agriculture  in Pakistan. 
ISIIIP',  formerly ACOP3, has ;I  long  experience (since  1973) in  sedimcnt transport  characterization  in  Pakistan 
(rivers, irrigation canals and reservoirs). They analyzed many systems and constitiited a huge database. 
Ccmagref' developed a software for hydraulic simulation of irrigation canals (SIC model), utilized by  IlMl for water 
inanagemerit. The  I Iydraulics  Division  in Lyon  developed  models of sediment  trnnsporl  (rivers and  waste  water 
cot lectors). 
1.4 Problem sfaterncnl 
1  A.  1 Backgroiind 
The colldmration between  IIMI,  ISRIP  and Cemagref started in  1995 with  a preliminary  work  (Vabre  1995, ref. 
I? I]).  This first study consisted of: 
- ;I dara atialysis on Ciiashmit Riglit Batik Canal; 
- a cuttibination oFn sediment transport module to the hydraulic model SIC; 
.  an analysis of two metlitids of calibration of the sediment laws parameters. 
I'he objectives for  1396 iire to iiiiprovr tlie efficiency oftlie madzt (work on algoritliiiis),  I<J iricludc marc opttoris in 
the modeling (developing the physics of the phenomenon) arid to test it on actual systems. In  parallel, methodologies 
rov  iuiiintriimce. opcrat(ioii ;uid  desigii strategies will bc devzlopcd, using  the  setlimurit transport ni~111cI  (Alexiindrc 
L'nbre's Master of Science). 
Many sophisticated models of sediment transport have already been developed and adapted to rivers and reservoirs. 
Rather than  using these models and adapt them  to irrigation canals, it  has been  chosen  to develop a simple tool 
which can be combined to the operational hydraulic model SIC. 
' International Irrigation Management Institute 
'  International Sedinient Research  Institute 
'  Alluvial Channet Observation Project 
'  Agricultural and Environmental Engineering Resezrch Centcr 1.1.2  Objectives of this work 
['his Master of Science study is  the second step of  thc joint research  program. It Is  1tiui.e ii  Icasibility study than thc 
research of an operational and reliable tool. 
Its objectives are to propose a simple tool able to simulate the deposition process  in the  irrigation canals and to test  It 
on actual systems analyzed by ISRLP. 
1  A.3  Methodology 
* mid~~.~is  ofthe II  revi(,rt.s  works.. 
- charncterization of the sedirnentologic problematic; 
- nnnlysis of the encountered problerns; 
- determination of the relevant inpiit data; 
- detinition of the expected outputs. 
fl~~~l~'lf~ir~  rL?1+l,W* 
=+ Minitinn of 
- the algorithms 
- the laws to represent the sediment transport. 
* compittation qf  rhe model. 
* sciisitivitv anah?sb. 
* tt'm on sitiiplt: cctse.y (ri1ttw.d 
.  *  ....  i/$b&ipn  of prwediires nf'oalibmtinn  g~d  voiidotion. 
'.nix 
.* cii.scir.vsinn  q/  the rssrilts. 
* c,smt~de  ufupnficLrtioti:  influeiice of two operation strategies. 
The computation of tlrr  inodrl was  niade in the Irrigation  Division  of  Cemilgrcl (Montpellier) who dcveloped  the 
hydraulic model SIC. 
The theoretical support was mainly given by the Hydraulics Division of Cemagref (Lyon, France) (literature review. 
definition of modeling strategies). 
ISRIP provided all the informations on the studied systems arid all the data used in this study. 
1lMl  highlightened  the  speciticity of the probletns of siltation  in  the  irrigation caiials  (lield  visits in  Piilljab and 
Sindli). 12.  Analysis of actual systems  1 
This part aims at characterizing the sedirnentologic problem on actual canals so as to detinc appropriate methods  01' 
modd ing. 
The present study was rnnde with the support of two canals of Pakistan, both located partly in Punjab, partly in the 
Nortli- West  Frontier  Province: Chashma  Right  Bank  Canal  (CRBC) and  Ctiashma  jheluni  Link Canal (CJ  Link 
c;tn;il).  A lucarion map is presented in appendis I  ~  They are iritroducrd  in I~C  first paragraph. 'I'hc second paragraph 
AviII  foctrs 011 rneamiuiit'iit mptliods (for sediment charactcrizntion) usctl for thc carnpnigns on ttiesc cilnals. 'j'hc next 
one provides some general information on both systems and at  last sediment characteristics are estracred in order to 
orient the computation of the simulation tool. 
2.1 Presontafion of the canals 
Situation maps are given  in appendix.  Both  canals are  fed  by Chashma Barrage  which diverts  water frotn  lndus 
Riiw at  about 56 knr  downstream  from  Jinnah  Barrage. The total storage capacity of Chashnia  Reservoir  is  975 
inillion  cubic meters. 
2.  I.  I  Chaslrma Right Rank C;in;il 
CRBC is a major irrisation project designed to irrigate same 230,000 hectares (570,000 acres). 'lhe first stage of the 
canal was opened in April  1987 but the whole system should not  be completed before  1997. l'he total conveyance 
L..q~;ictt!.  at' ~lic  cniiiil  is  1,;s  in'/:;  (47(it1 cusccs)  n~id  Illis  iiqmcily  will Ix.  iitilizucl aficr cc)inpldiciii  01.  IIIC  viholc 
systetii. CRBC is a pilot project  for strategies of water  dislribution:  the  water supply must bc driven  by  the  crop 
rsqiiirements (and  not the contrary as for most of the  irrigation projects  in Pakistan). Several cross regulators can 
control the water levels. 
[SKIP was asked to follow thc behavior of the first stage of the canal from 1957 to 1994 
The present study wIll deal with the earthen' portion of the  first stage (completed in  1987),  from RD 1+000 to RD 
98+000. This portion ends with a combined structure (regulator) which controls the water surFace level: 
Figure 2.1-1:  schematic view of  the firsl re:icli of  CRRC 
Tlw ljiwd portion starts at Rill20 wlierc the canal narrows. Uetween RD98 and RDIZO, two distributaries arc fed by 
thc tiinin canal. The discliarges at these distributaries were not well enough  identified nnd this study will be limited 
to the reach upstream from the regulator. 
Chashma Right Bank Canal  is not a common canal. It has been constnicted on the natural  ground on which  banks 
tiavc been erected (cotnpaclcd cartti), 'The  design bcd Icwl is higher tliari this ilaturitl ground (for Ilw studied purtiari) 
and siltation is expected in order to  reduce sccpage losses. The design data, calculated according to  Lacey's theory, 
are the following: Chnractcrktic  Imperial units  IS units 
4769 cfs  135 m'/s  design discharge 
Velocity  32t  fl/S  O.97 rn/s 
Bcd width  174 ft  55 in 
Slope of  the banks  I.5:1  I .5:  I 
Water depth  8.35 ft  2.55 m 
___c___ 
Water surface slope  153093  I :KO93 
~~ 
Table I: design dnts for Chashma Right Bank Canal 
i\  typical cross section is presented on the following schematic plan: 
lVSL 
Cliaractcristic 
I  I 
Imperial units  rs  units 
Figure 2.1-2: typical cross section of Chashma Right Bank Canal 
I  enoth  1  67 miles 
2.1.2  Chasllnl:~  Jhelurtt Link Cilnd 
Ujis canal was complrttd in May  1971  10  carry water from  lndus Kiver (left bank) at Chashina Barrage  10  Jhelum 
River  (see  map).  It crosscs  irrigated  areas  Iii its  upper part and  the  That  Desert  jii  its  lower  portion.  Its  design 
ctiaracteristics, calcitlared from WAPDA and Lacey's theories, are the following: 







21700 cusec  6 I5 m3is 
3.73 ws  1.k m/s 
5810 sqft  540 in2 
380 t't  I  Ih  nh 
t4 ft  4.3  m 
1/10000  1/10000 
1  1 
I  -.-~-  .  ~~  ~ 
I  I  Manning coefficient  0.022  0.022 
D50 for bed material  0.190 mm  0.190 n,m 
~ 
Table 2: design data of Chashnla Jhelum Link Canal 
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Jhclum 
I  I  1 
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Figure 2.1-3: schematic plan of  Chashma Jhelum Link Canal 
Two regulators  (at  head and tail)  and  three  control structures are controlling  the  water  level  along the  canal.  A 
particular attention will be paid to the last reach, from RDI  80+222 to  R133 I5+822 (4 1  km). 
* design cross sections: ..\ t)rpical cross scctioii is presented on the following schematic plan: 
380  ft  0f6rnl 
Figure 2.1-4:  typical cross section of Ctiashmn Right Bank Canal 
*  blensurenient campaigns: 
To address the problem of waterlogging in the 3rd and 4th  reaches (RD105  to RD3lS),  it  was decided to lower the 
crest ofthe tail regulator by 6 feet (1.8 m). The first stage ofthis lowering (by 3 feet) was completed in Augirst I98 I, 
and ACOP was asked to cvaluate the beliavioral response for three years. 
Two other measurement campaigns were undertaken in  1972-1974 and 1975-1978 but the only one which concerned 
both cross sections and complete sediment data was achieved between August 1981 and June  1984. 
2.2 Measurement methods 
2.2.1  Concentrations 
Two methods are generally utilized by ISRlP and WAPDA. 
Tht first one consists in collecting bod slitnples  in turbulent water, generally at the regulators. Several samples are 
taLen over the cross section so as to obtain the mean concentration for this cross section. The grain size distribution 
of the  samples  are  then  analyzed  in  a  laboratory  where  concentrations  fcr  different  classes of  particles  art‘ 
drremiined. This nietliod is used by WAPDA at the headworks for daily measurements. 
ISRIP is  provided with deplit  integrating santplers (model USD49): “A dzpth integrating  sampler is  designed  to 
accumulate a water sediment sample rrom a stream vertical at such a rate that the velocity in the nozzle at point of 
intake is  always as  nearly as  possible  identical to the immediate stream  velocity,  while running the  vertical  at a 
unitbrm speed.”  (dctiiiitiori from  tlie  Federal  Inter-Agency  Sediment  Project,  1952). Samples are collected  at ten 
r.sl-ricals  per cross section, giving the iiieaii concentration in the section. 
Tlirse samplers do not  collect sediments in the vicinity of tlie  bed (0.3 feet,  10  cm) and thus only the suspended 
sc.~litiieiit  concentrations are measured. 
ISRIP also uses bed material samplers (model BM54)  which take a small quantity of bed material 5 centimeters deep 
from the bed level. 
2.2.2  Topogr;iphy 
The recent measurement campaigns utilize sonic sounders which print the water depth on a paper ribbon 
The longitudinal prufile of  the bed is measured in the middle of the channel. The water surface elevation is regularly 
collected so  as to calculate the absolute elevation ofthe bed. 
Cross sections are sometimes measured by this method also. A line is drawn from one bank to the other and the bed 
level is measured with respect to the water elevation. Wcttctl :ire:i 
suction I  5 t  inL 
sccrion 2  51.75 111' 
Problems due to  discretization  may appear when the  transversal  length  step  for  cross sections  is higher,  likc  for 
c'li;isliina  .kluni tiill; (.'m;il  which wiis not tiwnsurud tiy sunic sounding. 
llyili~ai~lic  r:irlius 
0 09 111  --7  I DO in 
Wcttctl ptrimctcr 
jl  4111 
51.65 m 
2.3 Interpretation of topographic data 
2.3.1  problem statement 
To coiiipare two different geometries of  a given channel, we can think of analyzing different variables: 
- ilic vuliiirietric dilktcnccs; 
- the bed elevation variations; 
Both variables are relevant as far as the managers of the systems are concerned. Analyzing cross sections of CRBC 
or CJ Link, we are faced with the question: how to define a bed elevation value for a given cross section? 
Ttir elevation of the lowest point of the  section is an unbiased quantity (it is  clearly defined) but  it is not  a relevant 
variable from n physical and operational point of view: section  1  section 2 
Figitre 2.3-1; comparison of cross sections 
Section  I  could result from siltation in section 2. They have the same lowest elevation but are quite different! 
1‘hiis we propose to redefine  it section  I’,  called “equivalent”  to section  I, for which the bed level could be easy to 
coinpare to the one ofsection 2. Two methods are proposed: 
(1)  the total volume of  the section is preserved hut we remodel the cross section into a trapeze: 
section  I 
section 2 
Figure 2.3-2: modified cross section (method  I) 
Sections  I’  (dotted  line)  and  2  can  easily  be  compared,  and  we can say  that  their  bed level elevations  are  the 
elevations of their bottom. 
l’im.iic;il  pi.oblciiIs  011  xlwil systctns  r-onsisk of  hc  tlcliirition  01‘  he  side  slopcs  and  01‘  thc  sensitivity  (11’  the 
procedure to the geometric data collection on the sides. 
The procedure we selected is presented befow. 
2.3.2  definition of the procedure 
It rests on empirical considerations and may be easily criticized for that: 
section I 
Figure 2.3-3: modificrl cross section (method 2) 
Tlrc section is supposed to be defined by the widthlelevation relalion Y(Z) as it is in  SIC model 2.4  Sedirnentologic characterization 
2.4.1  Clisshma Right Ihnk C:annl 2.4.1.2  Crtreml brhrrvior 
'rile following figures prcslrnt the bcd variations between 1387 and 1993: 
Jntc  HI  I I  -  WII  s  I 
April  I987  19 
hlarcli 19UO  43 
Fcbruary 1991  47 







Figure 2.4-1:  bcd cvoiutioiis Ior CRI3C (April 87, July 1990, Fcbruary 1933) 
Tlic orher bed topographies arc prcreiirccl in appendix 4. 
For the whole period of study, thc canal had a tendency to  siltation (up to 4 meters of dcposition between 1987 and 
1993 downsirciiiii ftoiii (Iic rcach). 2.4.2  ChiIshma Jhelum Link Canal 
2.4.2.1  Cofleded dfftil 
I'hc cIoss secticms  WIW  iiwiistirt'd  with  a  iiiaxiiiiiiiii  spiiciiig  01'  5000  1'1  (1524  111)  iir  Augubi  IOX  I, Jarii1:u.y  1981, 
Jantrnry 1983 and May-June 1984. In  the same time, three bed samples were taken 3t each cross section (left bank, 
iniddle and right bank). 
[.tic.  scdiiiir.iirologic  and  Iiycir;irilic  vnriahlcs  WLLI'I:  iiiwsured  ;it  RD  1 YO  aid RD3 15  (susprndud  diirieirl 
concentration [boiled samplss] and water level) and RD7-89 (water level, suspendd sediment concentrations [with a 
depth integrative sampler], bed material composition). 
* Type of data: 
- cross sections (see esample in appendix 5) 
- bed material sampling: the grain size distribution is given for particles coarser than 62 Kim 
- suspended sediincnts: sevcrai classes ol'  particlcs are distiiiguished: clays (0-2 pin), fiiic silts (2-3 I pm), coilrsc situ 
(3  1-62 pm), and sands (62-88 pm, 88-125 pm,  125-175 pni, 175-250 pm). 
I'trese cilnipaigns wcre imde for cncli pcriud of quasi steady flow. 
-  hydraulic variables: discharge at  head  regulator,  rating  curves at  RD!80 and  RD315,  water siirface  levels fiain 
RD289 to RD300. 
2.4.2.2  Certernl beiruvior 
Chnshma Jhelum Link canal tends to undergo problems of scouring. In  1978, the bed level was 2 feet (6 t  cm) lower 
than the  design bed level in several paris and almost  I  foot lower in average. Figlire 2.5-2: niediuii1 bctl evolution Iichvccn 1981 end 1984 
In  1981, the bed level was  1 to  3 feet (0.3 to 0.9 m) below the design  level, and from 2 to  5  feet  (0.6  to  I  5  ni) in 
AI.I!,  iOS4 for the 1x1  i.c;ich. Ow niajor retisoti was ttie lowering ol'tlis tail cresl. 
We observe an important raising oftlie bed level in May 1924 at the tail (3 feet, 0.9m).  Sirch important modifications 
largely affect the rating ciirvr at [lie tail regulator (downstream condition for SIC inodel). 
2.4.2.3 C/i~lrncf~'risfic  vnriables 
*  1)ischarges:  the  discharges  are measured  every  day  at  the  head  regulator  of CJ  Link  Canal  (RDO).  l'lie are 
rcprrsented in appendix 3. 
We  should notice thst those coefficients  are stable  in   he  period  of stirdy. They are  hardly comparable with  the 
tticoretical skiii S1rickIt.r coefl-icicnt, namely 21/0.000 19'  1*'#M7.B. 
It is given by the  rating curve calculated  from  the  observed  discharges and  levels  at the tail regulator  (RD3  t 5). 
I'liurcfbrc, it is  ;issuitlet1 c~i~ist;iiat  bclwccn  1981 ;II~  1984 (tlius bctwcc~i  Ihc two slagcs trP tlic  hi1  CI'CSL  Iowvritig)  11 
\r.ould be preferable to update it regularly in case of important bed modifications. 
* st.dirnents: the medium dianierer of the bed material  varied from 0.  I50 mm tn 0.200 mrn between  I98 I  and I083 
but can be considered uniform all along the canal in a tirst approximation. The average (in time and space) mediuni 
dinnieter is consistent with (he design one (0.190 mm). 
Considerjng that scouring is the predominant phenomenon, the relevant grain size distribution will br the OIK  of tlic 
bed. Bed samples at  R11290 show il good homogeneity fbr the bed material particles. 
rlie dispersion  coefficient (Ds41D5u+Ds~D16)/2  varies horn  1.2 to  1.4 between  19x1 and  1984, which allows 11s  to 
consider Elrd as repiwenlntivu rnorigli. This medium dianictcr varies t)ctwccii 0.150 atid 0 2  I  b mm 
'[herefore,  the bcd material load will he represented  by the sands only. Sirice silt and clay are not avi1il;lblr  it1 tilt 
hcd tiiaterinl.  tlicy will  hc cliissified ill the wish toad and thcir conwiitmtion will be assumed consttint. -  I:\ ;iluarioii of iIic lml  fitritis ;irid type trl'transpirrt 
'Tllr following table gives thc values of average variables for a range of discharges: 
2.5  Sunimary 
2.5.1  ":1t:1 
-  wc dispose of a Iiilgt: set of  data for the  two studied systems. Yet,  iht: period of  obsrrvatioii for C:liashiiia  Jhcltini 
I  iiIL Cmi;il (tlirec >.ears)  is qiiite short. 
-  NC  are riot able to associate an accuracy to the sedimentologic data, but this inaccuracy might be very high for the 
coivxntrations which  are not easy to  assess  in natural condilions, especially  in case OF hjzh sediment luads (higli 
winporn1 variabilily). 
-  rlic  accurac)' oil tlic  topographies  is probably  much  better.  Ciowever,  we cannot expect R  ccntimetric  accuracy. 
Sincc the cross sections are measured at a  length step of  5000 feet  (I 524 ni),  bed variations at il  shorter  Iciigth srcp 
\\ill  not  bc analyzed. 
2.5.2  hlorlrling 
-  EIX sediinents  sncouiitered  in Ctiasliina  Right Bank Canal  and  Chashma  Jliclum  Liiik Canal are  very  Iinc.  kor 
Cliilslitna  Right  Bank  Canal,  both sands  and  silts seerti  to deposil,  whcreas  only  sands  stem  10  be  SCOLIIC~  iii 
Clinshnia Jhrluni Link Canal. 
\\'c ti  ill tis n liinit of 62 iim for wiish load for Chashma Jhelum  Link Canal (as  usually done in Pakistan); thIs limit 
\vi!l  be calculntrd according to an energetical criterion for Chashma Right Bank Canal. 
- in both canals, he  sctlitnents seem to be transported mainly in suspension:  we will prefer a model of  conccnrratian. r~ 
13.  Presentation of the simulation tool 
-]%is  part  presents the different  components of the sediment transport  model. In the  lkt  paragraph.  the general 
~tgortilirii  is  presrntrd. E~li  ut' the  different  componcnts of' this algorithm are przsentcl!  afterwards.  I'aragraph  2 
dds  with  tlir  hydraulic  niodcl  whereas  paragraph  3  presents  tlie  inodeling  of the  concentration  cnlculatioii. 
Paragraph 4 deals with the bed evolution. In paragraph 5, we show how the grain size distribution is utilized  in the 
model. Finally, this part is ended by a sensitivity analysis. 
3.  I.  Combination of the hydraulic and sedimentologic models 
3.1.1.  requircd outputs of the model 
Ttrc sediment transport inodel should he ahlc to predict: 
- the evolution of the bed, so as to observe changes in the conveyance capacity; 
- tlir ~~olriincs  that would deposit in  n rcnch, since the costs for tnaintcriance are directly linked !o tlir  voluiiics to be 
Jrdged OLN. 
'l'ht. concentration in  itself is not as essential for the water manager (but might he for the farmer who may prefer to 
rccrive a  high  aniount of  silt  is  in plot). However, the concentration  lias to  be  known  if we  want to integrate  the 
jrdimentologic problem to a wliole irrigated perimeter. 
kt  us remark that both quantities (concentrations arid volume of sediments) are [inked,  but one is  instantanecits and 
local (concenlration) wtrcreas thc other one is integrativc (in time and space). 
3.1.2.  Gencr:il :~lgorithrn 
111  this work, we Iinvc chosen to consider a period ofsiinulation as ;tsiiccrssion  or neriods of steady no  w, in which 
the sedirnentologic and hydraulic data are assumed constant. Tlie geometry of the channel is updated  at the end of 
GICII  period of steady flow. 
'~'IIc  niiiin reason  01'  this clroice  is its fcasibility froin an opcratioiwl  point of view. First, IVC  wan1 III sirnuliirc  tong 
[criiis (scvernt ) cxs): tcctinic:iIl>.,  it is  iiot cnsily feasihfc \villi  {lie iinstc;idy flow inodel right now. Sccorid, we do riot 
{lispose of sufficient hta to  have a  realistic  picture  of the  imposed  dischargcs: wc  have  no  choice  but  10  use 
avrviiges, thus to nssuiiie the  existence of  steady flow periods. Nevertheless, we expect rualistic tendencies tlirougii 
his  simplillcation, which will be checked after the computation of the tinsteady flow model in the future. 
IIie following scheine siinitiiarizes the procedure of calculation for one simulation: I5 
Definition of the N periods  I1  of steady Flow 
I  I 
i=  I  I  i=i+  I 
Hydraulic computation t'or 
along the channet 
the end ot'prriod i 
Figiirc  3.1-1: Gcncrsl nlgoritliiti Cor  tlic l)cd cvulutitrii iiiwkliiig 
Ihls  the hydrautic and  srdimentologic  models are  only  partially combined: far  each  period  of  steady  flow, tlie 
iq  draulic variables arc  first calculated (from downstream to upstream of the studied [each), and these variables are 
used  then  for the  sediment  transport calculation  (which  is  made  from  upstream to  downstream). The  siinulatcd 
ecoiiietry is used for the hydraulic computation of the next period. 
3.2.  Presentation of the hydraulic model SIC 
In the  following, the hydraulic resolution will  only deat  with  free  surface and tranquil  flows In  canals. Shoomy 
11~~s  iir'e also acceptnblc at the  dwiccs. Steady iwd unsteady flow conipul;itionh  ;ire possible,  but tli is Master siittly 
will be  limited to  steady flow conditions. 
tlcsntisr: of the regulari1y of the irrigntioii ciltials, tlie tluw is alwnys assumcd onc-dirnurisioir;i1, wlikti gtvos  il siitiplc 
and efficient hydraulic simulation tool. 
3.2.i.  Theoretical equations 
The basic system of equations  for the water flow are  the equations of Saint-Venant  ID. 'They are projected on the 
longitudinal axis x (direction of the flow): 
- rims conservation: 
a  a 
at  ax 
--S  +-Q=q  [Eq3.2.1] 
where S is  the wetted area, Q !he discharge and q the lateral discharge 
- dynamic equation: 
where U is the flow ve!ocicy (x  direction) (U=Q/S),  h the water depth, g the acceleration due to gravity, I  the slope of 
tiic bd.  J  the slope ut'tlic cncrgy linc (hydraulic griidicllt) ;ind  I-:  being CC~U;II  LO I  if  the  latcr;il  discliargc I,  posi1ivc. 
0 otherwise. 
In  steady flow and for a uniform canal, this system can be simply written as follows: (ill  I -  J 
dx  1-  Fr’  --  -  [Eq 3.2.31 
I 
\I here Fr is the Froudc riuniber of the  flow FI.  = dm  (L width of the free surface) 
I  ib givcn by  hilaiuiiriS-Stricl\t~r  tbl.tl1[lIit .I  = Q’  / (K-,5  -I<,, 
- Geometry computation: all  shapes of cross sections are acceptable but SIC transforms the geometric dntn  rnro  a 
bijective relnlicinsliip between the width nnd the elevation: 
7  -7  213 
(Itl,  11ydr;iulic ixliiis, I< ~iiicklcr  coc~~icicti~) 
Actual geometry  geometry  computed  by  SIC 
fi~  thc hydratilic culculntion 
Figure 3.2-1: actual geometry compritcd hy SIC 
1  his  procedure  is  appropriate  fix  tlie  one-dimensional  hydraulic  modeling  but  may  he  criticized  for  the 
wlin:entoloyic  point of  view (a noii-liriiiiogenc‘ots  evttlutiun ofthe cross sectioii could not be modetcd properl>  ). 
3.2.3.  Nuri~erical  resolution 
- steady flow: tlie ititegnl equation Eq. 3.2 3 of fiee water surface is solved according to a GRIIS~  scheme; 
- uiisttady ilow: the equations of Saint-Venant Eq 3.21 and Eq 3.2.2 3rc solved directly according to a I’reissmann 
implicit scheme of  resolution (finite differences). 
3.3.  Modeling of  sediment transport 
This part  presents  the calculation  of  the new topography after a period of steady flow.  As  explained before,  we 
assume that all the hydraulic variables have been calculated on the geometry of the beginning of the period. 
3.3.  I,  Physical approach 
3.3.1.1.globnl  rapproach 
Wc  have  to  calculate  the  concentrations  and  the  bed  evolutions.  Both  are  linked  since  the  decrease  of  the 
concentration produces deposition of  he bed. We can observe this link from the niass conservation of the sediments: 
it  liere S, is tlie variation of the bed cross section ar abscissa x, 9 the term of sediment exchange bctween tlie bed and 
rlw tluw, p the porosity 
and with In a first step, the coilcentrations C(x) will be calculated at each abscissa. The bed evolution will be obtained atrtcr an 
itiuiicdinte intcgratioti witti rcspcct to tlic titnc. 
Figure 3.3-1:  cvolutioii of tliu conccntraticiu ;ihg  tlrc cmiil 
3.3.2.  RZodcling  of the concentration evolution 
l'llis part deals with the modeling of the bed material load concentration. The wash load concentration is assumed to 
be constant (thus we consider that the wash load cannot flocctilate). 
.?..tI.  i.C~lrrl~t.c~iif~rr-~~~fIlsi~~Jl  r?y  rrtltii~rl 
When  suspension  is dominant,  a  mndcl of concentration  is  niore appropriate.  This model  will  be  based  on  thc 
convection-diffusion  equation: [Eq. 3.3,3]  dc  ac  I  a 
-+V 
i3f  dx  sax 
The first term represents the  variation of concentration at  a given abscissa, the  sccoiid  is he  convective term,  the 
ttlird tlle diffusive tcmi  and tlic right side of the balance is  the exchange term between the suspended phase and the 
bed. 
Tllis sqiiation is not easy to address in an operational point of  view since we need two boundary conditions to solve 
it.. In  thc following we try to show  that it is sensible to  neglect the diffusion phenomenon. 
[Let 11s  note 
\=S,u with S ltiiisitiidin;d Iciis:ll1 sc;iIc 
Vi=if0.v  with V,  ;werage velocity oftliu flow 
c=Co.w with C,  nvsragc concsntration 
S=S,.s  with S,  average 55rtted area 
K;,=K,.c  with KO  average diffusion coefficient 
h=tio.y Lvitb tl,  average depth ofthe flow 
l;=$/h=E,.L:  with F,  inran valiie for E. 
U, v, w,  s, y and c bring dimensionless variables. 
To assess E,.  wc can assume that the proportion k of the sediments entering a reach of length X will deposit.  Under this 
hypothesis, we have 
E0=k.(Q,  entering the reach)/(vulumc of the reach) 
thus Eo=k.C,.V,.Sa/(X.L,.I  lo)  where 1."  is the average width 
This term rcduces to E,=LC,.V,/X 
Ncglccling tbc temporal variations (wc are still in steady ctintlitions), the convectjon-dirfusion eqiiation writes :IS  I'oll,>ws  in 
;I  Jiincnsionlrss $Iiiipc: 
dw  KO  d  dw 
s.c.-  = k.e 
(1)  (2)  (3) 
I___._- 
dIr  x.v, dll[ dul 
.At this stage \ye can compnrc ths orders of niagnitude of llic different terms. 
We can easily comparc  (I) nud (2) sincz they bath linearly depend on dw which is unknown at this stage. 
After  Cungc et al. (Rd.  [3])  KL can only be  obtained  froni  calibration.  €lowever, Fischer,  Liu and  'I'ackelson propose 
tlirferent  formulae  to assess  K,  (refer  to the  literature review).  These parameters are  assessed  for  typicai conditions  in 
c'IUK and Cj Liik 
did 
Table 3.3-1: dirfcrcnt values oflhc  diffusion coefficient 
The cucFficients given by Tackelson and Frenkcl show  that the  diffusion would be significant  for a Icngth stcp of  a few 
meters. 
t..iscllcr's  tjcniiila (npplirtl  to  UJ  Link) wuuld  iniposc  il  Icngth  stcp  ul' it  lcw kiloiiictcr*  11'  svc  wiiiilcd  to rtcgtvcr  ihc 
tlilliision. 
For both canals. \ye sclccted il Isirg(h step  01-  S=SOO  meters (lbr tlic gwmctry and (tic hydraulic swnputiltitrns) and wc will 
consider that  KdC1.X  is negligiblc with respect to unity. This approximation niay not be true  in some casts (CJ I,iiiC:  t'~ 
instance) and the sensitivity to  thc diffusion cocfficicnt should be analyzcd. 
Ill  ott1c.r ICrmS,  \Ye will s;lr  thal lhc CoIlVecliOn proccss is sci~licicnt  ID  charackrize thc  ovtiIution of thc coiiccnIr:~tio~i.  ttic 
diffusion modifying the suspended sediment distribution at a scale which is  not retcvanl for our study. 
'Plius WE have Ihs very simple relationship .. 
I'  .  .I  I. 
won.  19 
-=k.c  dW  I 
did 




differential equation of  the first order which needs only one boundary condition to be solved. 
3.3.2.2. Eqirilibriiini Imvs 
Sis equilibrium laws can be used to represent the capacity oftmnsport: 
(  1)- Engelund-Hansen 
(2)- Ackers-White 
(3}- Karim-Kennedy (I 990) 
(4)- Karim Kennedy (I98  1) 
(5)-  Yang 
(6)- Bagnold. 
Since these laws were not calibrated for so fine sediments,  we introduce a corrective facior 
which modifies the equilibrium concentration as follows: 
(calibration parameter) 
C*(nrndel)  =p. C*(origind  forrnih) 
except for Bagnold law which contains two coefficients to calibrate. 
l'hc nonnd values for p is I.  for Ihc lit\VS  (1)  to (5)  and [p,=.O 17,  pz=O.O  I  wllcn Y>  I and for saiids.:5(J0pm] 
These laws are presented in appendix and in the  titerature review. 
The adjunction of other laws is easy. 
3.3.2.3.Eicfimge  Imvs 
* cohesiveless sediments: 
We  will use Han's law which has been presented in the literarure review 
[  Eq.3.3.41 
K=ard~/lr*  is the inverse of a distance.  L=l/K represents the adaptation  Icngth, namely a characteristic length Tor  the 
actual concentration to reach the equilibrium concentration. 
In  the model, ci  has to be calibrated. Different  parameters for erosion or deposition can be chosen: 
- ifC;.C*:  a=ad  (dcpositiuo) 
- iKC<C*: a=a,  (erosion) 
Any other formulation for  the coefficient K (or the adaptation length) could be easily computed. 
* cohesive sediments: 
The chosen models will be Krone and Partheniades models (refer to  literature review).  The critical shear  stresses 
ti:i\,L*  wlintsacvcr no tink wi~li  with Sliiuld.; niiw 3.3.2.4.  Nimerical resulrrlion 
In steady conditions (for each time step) we have to solve the following equation which determines the concentration 
longitudinal distribution: 
aC  -  = K(C,LI,J,v,p,p,,,h,d,,)[C'*-C  (general formulation).[Eq 3.3.51 
3.r 
\\here C* is the equilibrium concentration. 
[NO: tn [-Ian's  foonnulnlion, K oiily depends on the shear velocity ofthe flow and the fall velocity of the particlcs] 
The sedimentologic variables are calculated rrom iipstreani to downstream reach after reach. 
fhe concentration CIl  at the head of the reach is  required. 
Knowing the concentration C, at location xi wc can calciilate the concentration Cl+l at abscissa xi+]: 
- we assume that the parameter K is uniform on [xi ,xi+lj; K is taken as the mean value hetween Ki and K,+l 
-  \ye assume that the equilibrium concentration C*  is uniform on [xi ,xi+,];  C*  is taken as the mean value between 
C*i and C*i+i. 
Thus [Eq. 3.3.61  can be solved analytically on [xi ,xi+l]: 
C(x)=C*  f (C,-C*)~~(-K(X,-X))  [Eq. 3.3.61 
which gives the concentration at abscissa xi  +I: 
and for the whole reach: 
A 
.  .  .  .  .c :r  .  .  ,  .  .  .  . 
T  -1  \ 
"'C**  L -, 
> 
Figure 3.3-2:  modelled concentration for the bed material load 3.4.  Bed evolution 
3.4.1.  Longitudinal evolution 
3.4.1.i.Eqimtimi 
The integration of Eq. 3.3.1 with respect to the time for the period of steady llow and steady concentration writes as 
fo tloivs: 
where T is tlie duration of the period, 13 the porosity of the sediments, Q the discharge, C tlie total concentration (thus 
(Q(s).C(s))  is  the solid discharge in weight), p, the specific weight of the sediments. 
3.4.  I.2.Niirnrrical resolution 
From Eq.3.3.2  and Eq 3.3.6 we can calculate the volumetric solid discharge at abscissas xi, xi+l .and xi+2 
From Eq. 3.3.1 we  calculate the deposition velocity  4 i+l  at xi.+\  with the centercd derivative 
1  Qv,,.t - a,,,,  i  Q-.,,,  -  Q.0  =  Qv.,+>  -  Qv 
2hr  2  A\: 
$4  = -  2A.r 
Thus from Eq. 3.3.1 we deduce the variation of seciion during the period of steady flow: 
dSi  =  (bi. At / (1 -  p) 
This is tlie global variation of  area for section i. 
:%notlier method would be to solve explicitly Eq.3.4.1: 
a~,  a~  ac 
p, -  = c-  t  Q.  - 
ax  ax  ax 
Both  terms can  be  calculated separately.  In  particular,  the second term  can be  directly  obtained  from  Eq. 3.3.6 
(without  discretization).  The first  one is  also  obtained directly  if  the  loss  by  seepage  is  known.  However our 
formulation gives a greater flexibility in the choice of the loading law (for further improvements). 
3.4.2.  distribution of scouring or sittafion in the cross section 
3.4- 2.  I.Mt.iliad 
'l'lic  prcvious cnkulntioii gives a global variation  for  cach section. This varjation  must  be distributed on  tlic WIIUIC 
lxd rind this is a complex problem since it depcnds on various factors: 
- alternate sand banks can appear on the minor bed (cross sections will bc shown in appendix); 
- the iibility for the particles to deposit on a surface depends  on 111c slope ol'tliis surface. Therefore the cliaracteristics 
~~f'ttw  banks or 111~  prt'sciicc ol'brrl irtquliirities should be taker, into iiccot~nt; 
- thr iiieclianisrns of deposition or erosion depend on the lateral distribution of. the shear stresses, of the suspended 
sediments ... For instance, the coarsest particles will preferentially move in  the  lowest parts  of the  bed  whereas the 
finest ones will tend to deposit near the banks where the flow velocity is lowcr. 
- berms may artificially be provoked to stabilize the banks ... Taking into account all these  parameters would go beyond the purpose of  this study. As a consequence,  we have 
chosen a simplified modeling based on visual considerations. 
From  the visualization of  the  evolution of the  cross sections of Chashma Right Bank Canal and  Chashma Jelhum 
Link Canal (ISRIP data), we can make a few remarks: 
(I) deposition and erosion occur on the whole wetted perimeter, even on the banks; 
(2) the bed variations are most of the time higher in the lowest parts; 
(3) alternate sand hanks car1 appear even on initially flat cross sections. 
We  will not try to reproduce remark (3). TO represent remarks (I)  and (2). we will spread the variation of  area in the 
cross section proporlionally lo the water depfh.  If  we note y the transverse abscissa, h(y) the water depth during the 
period ofsieady flow (from titne ti to timc ti+,),  z(y) the bcd elevation at abscissa y, tlicri wc will assume 
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Figure 3.4-1: distribution of  the sediments over the cross section 
Integrating over the whole cross section, 




[If we had to justify our assumption, we would just say that 
- we consider that tht- flow velocity is homogeneous in the cross section; 
- scouring is proportional to the total shear stress thus to the water depth; 
- deposition at the  transverse abscissa y is  proportional  to the quantity of  sediments availablr  at  this abscissa thus to  thr 
nater depth h(y) also] 3.4.2.2.siggestions  for validdon  of this hypothesis 
3.4.2.2.1  sensitivity analysis 
To  validate  the  consistency of  the  chosen  method,  we  could  apply different procedures of modification  of the 
geometry, described on the following figures, such as: 
- spreading the variation of section uniformly on the wetted perimeter (1); 
- Filling the lowest part of the bed (in case of deposition) (2); 
- spreading the variation 011 half of the bed (creating sand banks) (3); 
... 
AS 
(1)  (2) 
Figure 3.4-2: different types of distribution 
3.4.2.2.2.empirical approach 
Let us assume that  we are looking  for a relationship Az=F(X,,X2,X3  ,...) where the variabtes  Xi are  supposed to  be 
linked to the process of evolution (typically the water depth, the wetted area, the shear stress ...) under the constraint 
of material conservation, The simplest form for F will be: 
F(Xl,X2,X,  ,...)  =h  Xl"'.X,"2.X,0J... 
Disposing of a large set  of cross sections for a given canal but at different dates, we could  plot the bed  elevation 
vrtriatiuiis Az with respect tu the variables It1 -y ,  and de(erinitre the coefficients k,  LI/, ~2,  ~1.~.  tlialtks to a tnultiple 
regression. 
tlcrc. for instance, WL: could plot llie bed variations with rcspect to the products II.AS/S.  This procedure is quite lung 
(iddtitiIicatioii of the watCr level tor each pair ol'conipared cross section, calculaliori ot'lfie ratios AM..)  and tias not 
been done in this study. 
3.4.2.3.  Numerical resoiirtion 
The  relationship  Az=cLs/S  is  also valid  in  the  finite  elements context  and  produces  a  simple algorithm  for  the 
modification of geometry: 
- first we create two new points on the old geometry, at the water surface elevation; 
- the elevation of each point  located below the water surface is moved by dz, calculated from Eq.3.4.2. of Pak&mJ&imolcs  of  Awtion.  ..  24 
3.5.  Definition of the bed material load concentration 
3.5.1.  General 
Two options are available in  the model: the limit for wash load can be defined by the user, or if unknown, it can be 
calculated  with  Wang criterion (see  3.3.  I .2)  w(fimif for  wash loud)=U.J. The corresponding  critical  diameter  is 
calculated from Stokes formula (refer to literature review) 
arid its reciprocal 
Thus we have to know the grain size distribution to determine the concentrations for wash  load and for bed material 
IKKi. 
In the equilibrium  and loading laws, the sediments (bed material  load) are represented  by  their medium  diameter, 
noted dj0. This characteristic can be easily determined if we know the grain size distribution of  the bed material  load: 
I00 
5O-x(w1)/2 
than  / 
wash 
load 
Figure 3.5-1: grain size distribution 
In  the  following,  we wilt  note f(d) the  distribution firmtion,  namely  the  percentage of  particles  finer  than  the 
diameter d. 
Let 11s remark that 
* f(O)=O  and  f(d)=I for d superior to the maximum diameter ofthe sediments. 
*  if C,,,  C,,  and C,,  are respectively the concentrations in  sand, silt and clay, and  drdrl  and d,,,c, the limits between 
these three classes, then we have the two constraints: 
f(d,,,,S  =K,,  +  C'S/lC,  f  CTI+C'J 
JJ,!  ,$= C'/(Cl,+CI,+C'S 
3.5.2.  Choice of thc distribution hrnctions 
To be fully rigorous  in  our simplified approach, we should know at each time step and each abscissa the medium 
diameter for the bed inateria[ load (tlirougti the grain size distribution). To preserve the simplicity of the model, tvc 
will choose a constant  shape of the grain size distribution  function f for a whole period of simulation, in  time and 
space, but we wilt respect the constraints mentioned above. Thus the full informaiion  on the grain size distribution 
will be given by the proportions of sand, silt and clay, which can vary in time and space. For instance, we could choose for f the only polynomial function (of degree 3) that respects: 
'  f(0) =o 
*N4  I,<  3 = C'J(C,',  + c,  I +  CL 3 
*f(d,,,,  J =(C,r+C,S/(C,,,+C,I+C,,J 
*f(4,'J  =I 
Let us assume that we also know the niedium diameters inside each  class of particles (sand,  sift and clay).  Tlien \ce 
have three more constraints to respect,  and a sixth degree polynomial function could be  chosen. This interpolation 
has the advantage to be infinitely smooth, but is largely dependent on the value ofdmax which  is not easy to itsscss 
mid is not a representativc parameter ofthe sediments. 
In the model, we consider that each class of particles can be  represented independently : we know the  limits ofttie 
class and the medium diameter inside this class, so we just have to tind  a curve that respects these three constraints: 
Figure 3.5-2: grain size distribution functions 
* Distribution function for silt and day: 
These two classes present the advantage to have well identified upper and lower limits, noted d,,,,  and d,,,,  We will 
choose for them a power function f(d)  = [kc" -  b)r  where 1  and a have to be chosen so as to respect the three 
constraints inside the class. Writing these constraint, we clearly must have 
b%im 
'  k=  I 4dInav-4,,J 
n2 *  1 n((d~,~~-d~~n)/~d~~-dl",")) 
* Distribution function for sand: 
To avoid fixing an arbitrary upper limit for this class, we are looking for a function that converges toward5  I  when d 
is infinite. Thus we propose 
f(d)=l(  1 -D.esp(-a(d-d,,,)) 
Respecting the constraints, we must have 
p= I 
A=  I 76 
cc=ln2/(d,o-d,i,) 
These functions are easy to compute but the method presents the drawback to be discontinuous at the limits between 
classes. 
3.5.3.  Using actual data (examples) 
* analytic resolution 
Some sets of data give concentrations for 5 classes of particles: 
- C,: 0-5 microns 
- c,:  5-50 microns 
- C,: 50-62 microns 
- C,:  62- 177 microns 
- C,:  above 177 microns. 
Let us show how it is possible to assess the medium diameter for silt (5-62 microns) and sand: 
For sift, we arc looking for the distribution fiinction f(d)=((d-5)/(62-5))a 
But we know that f(d=SOpm)=C,/(C,+C,)  (percentage finer than 50 microns ihside the class 542  microns); thus the 
value of a  is given by 
u=ln~~d=5Opm)]lln[(50-5)/(62-5)1 
The medium diameter d,,  is then assessed by solving the equation f(d5,)=0.5 
For sand, we have 
f(d)=l -exp(-a(d-62)) 
For d=I 77 microns, we  must have f(d=177pm)=C,I(C4+C,) 
which gives 
a=  -In[ I-f(d= 177pm)]/( 177-62) 
which allows to calculate d,,  such as f(d5,)=0.5 
This procedure appears complicated but is actually easy to compute. It allowed to use all the infomiation from a set 
Concentration data. 
if we have more information inside a class 
\Ve  can also determine analytically the polynomial function that best fits the different informations. Practically,  it is 
simpler to represent the grain size distribution and to determine the medium diameter graphically: 
Diameter d 
Figure 3.5-3:  graphical rlelcmiinalion of  the niediuni diiirncters 3.6.  Sensitiviiy analysis 
3.6.1.  Objectives and method 
The objective of this part  is to analyze the response of the model to errors on some input data. We have limited the 
study to the following pnrnineters: 
- discharge; 
- water surface levels at a tail regulator; 
- Stricklcr coefficients; 
- head concentrations: 
- grain size distribution. 
7'1ie  method  consists  in  modifying  one  input  data  by  a  relevant  quantity,  and  obsetving  the  influence  of'  this 
modification on the bed evolution. We assume the linearity ofthe response: 
Ile.spnn.se  o/fllc lJltItlL,l 
1:r.  L'irrioiiiiu  tr/ 
i.s1rra,c  <+?  I  ,,,LVl,  T 
Figure 3.6-1: response of the model in the linear approximation 
To correctly observe  the  influence of one  parameter,  the  influence  of the other ones must  be  minimized,  thus 
assumed constant. 
In tlic  following, the response will be observed through the variation ofvolirme for  the reuull  (eroded or deposited) 
*i(icr c)ii~'yern'  uJsiititilotmz (coiistdcring that it is  a relevant quantity for the caiiiit nuilager). 
We will use a simplified canal dimensioned similarly as Chashrna Right  Bank  Canal (so that  we  have consistent 
outputs). This theoretical canal will also be used in part 5 for water management strategies. The characteristics of  this 
throrctical canal are the following: 
- design discharge : Qm,,=130  m'/s 
- initial slope : 1-1/8000 
- length: 41 km 
- downstream regulator:  located at the reduced distance 40 km 
adjustable gate in order to control the water level 
- design cross section: 
Figure 3.6-2:  cross section of  the flume 28 
the head  320 days  32 days 
concentrations 
medium  2,20,  1.5, 15,  -20 %  223.000rn’  -8.7 Yo 
diameters  I50  pm  120 prn 
I 
- Strickler coefficient: 50 
- average concentration at head: 0.650 g/l (0.200 gll for silt and sand, 0.7SOgil for clay); 
- average discharge: 70 m’/s 
- reference  level at the regulator :  3. I Om 
- equilibrium law: Engslund Hnnsen 
- loading law: Elan; parameters: a,=a,=O.OO  I 
- medium diameters: 2prn for the class 0-5p, 20 pm for the class 5-62prn and 150 for coarser particles 
- porosity: 0.30; specific weight of the sediments: 2650 kg/rn’;  kinematic viscosity:  I O-6m2/s 
- time step: 32 days (for the updating of the geometry) 
- space step: 1000 m Let us consider the bed variation over one period of steady flow: 
If Q  is steady, then we can write: 
a 
.e(x) < -c(x,f) >  (Eq.3.6.1)  T  AS, (x) = 
P,(l -  PI  8X 
where <.(XI> designs the average on the period [t&+T]. 
which is diffcrent a priori from 
n 
.e(X>-  < C(X,t)  >  (Eq. 3.6.2) 
T 
AS,, (x) = 
P,, (1 -  P>  & 
Eq 3.6.1  and 3.6.2.  ~vould  be rigorously equivalent if the evolution law for C(x)  was independeni on the time during 
the steady flow. It  is not the case in  our approach, since the medium diameter can vary significantly with respect to 
the time: 
- the variation of dSo  changes the capacity of transport of the flow; 
-  it also modifies the adaptation length in tlie loading law. 
One way to  minimize this aspect would  be to  model separately the evolution  of the diffcrent  classes of particles, 
inside which the medium diameter would remain constant in time. For eacli of tlie classes, the evolution laws would 
be steady and average concentrations (over a given steady flow period) would be equivalent to  varying ones. The 
sensitivity to the measurement errors on the concentrations would probably be minimized. 
3.7.  Summary 
We have defined a simple model where several major assumptions will have to be justified or modified: 
- succesion of steady flow periods; 
- suspension is the main mode of transport; 
- the bed material load can be represented in a single class of  particles; 
- one-dimensional modeling is  sufficient to represent the global sediment transport and the bed evolution; 
- tlic deposited and crodcd particles nrt: orsanie characteristics: tlia bed composirion (memory  of [lie previous stages 
of deposition) is not considered. 
The next developments of the model will consist in validating these different assumptions. In a first step, we prefered 
to keep the model simple but test  it on actual cases. The observation of the results should allow to orient the future 
improvements. 14.  Calibration and validation  1 
4.7  Integrative or instantaneous calibration? 
4.1.1  Instantaneous calibration 
The instantaneous calibration would consist in  calibrating the parameters of  the taws with  instantaneous data. In our 
case,  we  would calibrate  the  evolution  laws  for the  concentrations  using  the  actuaf  concentrations  01  different 
abscissa but at the same time: 
0  maslued concentration 
t  ,-sirndated  concentration 
I 
abscissa 
Figure 4.1-1:  Fitting siinulrrted concentration to mcasurcd data 
In practice; 
I]  we define a period of steady flow (hydraulic variables, concentrations and topography are constant); 
2) For this period, we know the concentrations at different abscissas; 
3)  it' the  equilibrium  stage is  reached,  the  parameter for  the equilibrium  law  is easily  calculated, and then  the 
parameter  for the  deposition  law  (if  the  concentration  is  decreasing) or the  erosion  law  (if the  concentration  is 
increasing). 
4) if not, we have to  determine the sets of parameters that  minimize  the distance between  the measured and the 
simulated data. 
4.1.2  Integrative calibration 
This  procedure  consists  in  calibrating  the  parameters  of  the  laws  (which  deal  with  concentrations)  with  the 
topographic data. This calibration is related to a period of evolution: it consists in minimizing the difference between 
two geometries, one obtained by simulation from time to to time t,, the second one being the measured geometry at 
time t,. For example, we will compare the bed variations  in terms of variation of volume per unit length, which  is 
time integrative: 
1.1.3  Choice of a method 
Both  procedure were used  in the prelitninary  study (Vabre, retT2lJ) but they gave significantly different results. It 
lins brcn concluded that the intrgrativc calibration was much more reliable: 
- the variability  in tinic for the concentrations can be very  high (due to physical variations as welt as measurement 
accuracy), but the variations of votunies are supposed to integrate this variability; 
Indeed. let us come back to Eq. 3.6.1 for a period of  steady flow, but with a variable concentration. We have Thus if  the quantity C(x,t)  js highly variable in time (typically during the periods of high concentrations), the  rime 
averaging has the effect to minimize the influence of this variability. 
-  it is  not reliable to calibrate two parameters using a low number of measured data (typically three measures of 
concentration per period of  steady  flow for the  first 30 kilometers of CRBC).  When  we  use  one topography, we 
integrate a large set of measurements. 
- weti if  it is more logical to calibrate 8  model of coiiceiitration with concentration data,  the important  variables for 
the  managers and  the  users  of the  systems  are  the  bed  evolutions  and  the  volumes  to  dredge  out  in case  of 
maintenance, which justifies the relevance of our choice (in other terms it is more relevant to minimize the errors on 
topography than those on concentrations as far as  the Users of the systems are concerned). 
4.2  Procedure of integrative calibration 
4.2.1  Principle 
Using the formalism “equilibrium law/loading law’, we have three parameters to determine: 
- 0,  multiplicative coefficient for the equilibrium law; 
- ad  constant for  deposition; 
- a,  constant for erosion. 
The best set of parameters is the one that minimizes the difference between two geometries, one simulated (S,)and 
one measured (MI). 
The comparison between these two geometries is made through a quadratic error function J(M,,S,(p,a,,n,)). 
The problem consists in finding (p,a,,a,)  that minimize 
.J(M,S,(p. %ad) 
Graphical representation: 
SMACC  of  the  pains  (P,u~,J) 
~uk,.~,~  mifii&ws  fiwk  1. 
’  4  JP 
Figure 4.2-1: Minimization of  the error function 
Comments: 
- in practise, the parameters will be obtained with an inaccuracy AP, Aa,,,  Aa,  (variation steps for the parameters). 
- there is  a risk to obtain a local minimum for J. - tfie method of calibration seems to  be long because for each pair of parameters p and ac  (for instance), we should 
tiiid ad  that minimizes J  before trying another pair of parameters j3  and a,. Actually,  physical  interpretations and 
practice accelerate the process of convergence towards the minimum. 
-  tlw airtonlation of tlic  procedure would be possible through  simple algorithms (gradient algorithms  ...) and  even 
ticcessary in n practical point of view, but technically uneasy in the actual shape ofthe software. It has not been done 
also because [his study is more a feasability analysis than a research of accurate parameters. 
-  we  could  also introduce the  constraint of equality of the deposited volumes (simulated  and measured), namely 
AV(M,,M,)=AV(M,,S,), considering that the deposited volumes are important criteria in ternis of maintenance costs. 
4.2.2  Definition of the cdibration hnctions 
* quadratic error function: 
Let  11s  call xi.,-,  the abscissae of the cross sections i,  i=I  ..n;  ASi (respectively  AM,) the difference of area between 
!he  simulated cross section i and the initial cross section  i (respectively between the measured  final and initial cross 
sections i). 
The error function J  Is defined as fotlows: 
WB: in this formulation, we consider x,=x,  and xn+,=xn, 
Through its denominator, which normalizes the enor function, this function depends on the initial geometry. 
J is equal to I  if the simulated and the initial geometries are the same. 




should be as close a5 possibie to 0. 
4.2.3  Illtistration of the procedure 
Here we will take a very simple case: after selecting some parameters for ihe laws, we make a sirnulalion with these 
p~it~11~t~~S.  ‘lhe result  will be  called the  “measured” topography. We suppose these  parameters iinknown arid we 
want to apply the calibration procedure to find them. 
step 1 : we choose p= I ., ad=a,=O.OO  I  (as typical values for the parameters) 
The simulated variations and the “measwed” one are visualized below: ad  a,  AV  J  comments 
0.8  0.001  0.00 I  -34  0.379 
0.7  0.001  0.00 I  -30  0.31  1  no scouring,no deposition at head 
0.6  0.001  0.001  -2  5  0.293  deposition at head 
0.5  0.00  1  0.001  -20  0.324  deposition at head 
0.4  0.001  0.001  -15  0.401  deposition at head 
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P  ad  Qc  I  AV  J 
0.6  0.002  0.002  I  -15  0.089 
p=0.5 
corn men  ts 
the amplitude increases 
"V 
J 






-  I- 
0.6  0.004  0.004  I  -18 
0.6  0.0  I  0.01  1  -25 
0.085  the amplitude increases 
1.405  I  good fitting at head but not at tail (scouring) 
V is  iial izat  ions: - 
34 
a,,  =a,=0.002  Ud =u,=o.o 1 
The calibration  is  improving  but  the  volumes are not conserved and  we  have too much scouring at  the  tail.  We 
should reduce the erosion parameter. 
We will  conclude  from  this table that  the  best parameters are p4.6,  a,=0.006,  a,=0.002.  (NS: the actual  values 
wure p=0.58, ad  =0.0057  and ae=0.0023). The value of the error function J is very low. 
However, most of the simulations above produced acceptable results: the  errors on the medium bed elevation  is low 
(niost of the time infcrior  to  Icm), which may suggest that  the model  has a low sensitivity to  llic p;tramrlers and 
thus a high accuracy is not necessary. Visualizations: 
p=0.6,  cr,=O.O  1, a,=0.003 







em  VARIATIONS 
silt (5-62pm)  sand (>62pm) 
16 pm  153 prn 
18 prn  151 prn 
26 pm  IS8 Iim 
27 pm  I60 pm 
30 pm  138 pm 
45 pm  128 pm 
..I  .:I 
I 
._ 
P=0.5,ad=0.004,  a,=0.002 
.p  I 
4.3  Calibration on Chasma Right Bank Canal 
1.3.1  input data 
The provided data were presented in part 2 (analysis of the problem). Some of  them  need to be combined  for  tlie 
input data of the model. 
sediment data: 
For the  suspended sediments, tlie medium diameters were assessed  according to the procedure presented  in 3.5.3 
according to the daily data from WAPDA. The medium diameters (used in SEDI) were the following: 
- April  19B7-Jnnuaiy 1989 
- January 1989-July 1990 
-July 1990-February 1993. 
The  model was  also tested on shorter periods (July  1990-January 
laws could not be calibrated properly (discussed later). 
* verification of the consistency 
991 and January  992  -February  993) but the period 




type of  data  Input of sediments  Deposited volume 
(transformed in volume) 
WAPDA (daily), total  I .200.000  1.700.000 
concentrations 
WAPDA (daily),  940.000  I  .700.000 
sediments >2pm 
concentrations 
WAPDA (daily), total  986.000  900.000 
WAPDA (daily),  680.000  900.000 
07/1990-02/1993  I  WAPDA (daily), total  I  2.237.000 
Table 4.3-2: verification of volume conservation for CRBC 
NB: all the volume were calculated with a porosity of 0.3 and a specific weight of 2650 kglrn'. 
-  for  1987, we  do not have enough sediments at head compared to the actual deposited volumes. Thus we will not 
expect a high  accuracy 011 the deposited volume  for the calibration. Moreover, we observe here the total  input of 
sediments. However. it is  sensible to suppost: that not all these sediments deposit in the first reach (that  is why we 
also present the input for sediments coarser than 2 prn [as an arbitrary limit for wash load]). In the calibration, we 
will probably have to reduce the capacity of transport and force the deposition (high deposition parameter). 
definition  of  the  periods  of  steady  flow:  they  were  defined  according  to  the  head  discharp and  to  the 
conceairatians. The maximum duration of the period is 30 days but shorter periods had to  be considered when the 
variability  of  the concentration  was  too  high,  the scouring and  the  deposition  at  head  was  too  important (high 
discharge, low concentrations or high concentrations). 
The sedirnentologic data files for the different simulations are given in appendix. 
57  1 .OOO 
-1.3.2  Results of calibration 
The following table gives the parameters we obtained for the three periods of simulation: 
07/1990-02/1993 
concentrations 
WAPDA (daily),  I  .85  I .OD0  571.000 
sediments >2um I  Laws  OJ/I 987-0 111 989  0 I  /' I  989-07/ I990  07/1990-0211993 
period  04/l987-0l/1989  01/1989-07/1990  07/19!l0-02/1993  I 
Laws  AV  J  AV  1  J  AV  1  J 
Engelund-Hansen  p=0.4 
Eneelund-Hansen  I  -32%  1  0.137  I  -5%  7%  I  0.20s  I 
p0.3  p=1. 
Knrim-Kennedy (1990)  -33%  0.142  ,  -I  I%  0.233  -4%  0.165 
Yang  -30%  0.146  -13%  0.299  4.5%  0.  I70 
Baenold  -33%  0.115  -14%  0.27  I  0.33%  0.126 
Karinl-Kennedy (198  1)  -28%  0.146  - 12%  0.282  8 %  0.183 
Han 
Kiiiiiii-KCniit'dy ( 1990) 
Ilan 






Table 4.3-4:  error function values and volumes for the calibration of  CRBC 
ad=D.02  CY.,=O  ,005  a,,=0.0006 
a,=O.O 1  ff,=O.O03  a,=O.OOOX 
a4=0.02  a,=0.003  (r,,=0.0006 
a,-0.0  15  a,=0.005  a,-O.OU05 
a,=O.O  I5  a,=0.003  a,=0.0006 
a,=O.OOX  a,=0.001  a,=O.O006 
ct,=o.o  1  a,=0.003  a,,=0.0006 
a,=0.005  a,=O.OO  I  a,=0.0006 
p,=0.17  pI=o. 17  PI=O. 17 
p-2.0  p=1.2  p  2.5 
p=0.7  p=12  p-  I  .3 
p-0.15  P=O.S  p-0.5 
Pr=O.O  I  p,=o.008  &=0.0  13 
u,=o.o  I  a,=0.003  CL,=O.0008 
a,=0.005  c(,=0.005  a,=o.oo  I 
4.3.3  Comments 
- the  order of magnitude for the  parameters of the equilibrium  laws are consistent with the original ones (I  .O)  and 
they are quite stable in time for a given law. 
- the best calibration is generally obtained with Bagnold's  law but all the laws give very similar results (see grilphical 
rcsiilis in appendix. Moreover, the parameters of the loading law are equivalent for a same  period of simulation but 
different equilibrium laws. 
7'his iiicans that the model has a low sensitivity to the equilibrium law. 
- on the  contrary, the parameters  for he  loading law are  not stable with respect to the time, and they seem  to  be 
linked to the volumes to be deposited. 
As  said  before,  we  have a tendency  to  force  the  deposition  in  1987  and  1989  because  of the  low  entrance  of 
sediments compared to the measured variation of volume: our parameters are high. 
In  1990-1993, the deposited volume is much lower and high constants of deposition are not acceptable. 
lhc  sensitivity to the loading law is liigtr. of Sediment Tr  ansnort h  Irriontion Canals of  Pakh  Ex amnlrs awm licntion  38 
period  type of data  Input a output of 
sediments (transformed 
in volume) 
4.4  Calibration on Chasma Jhelum Link Canal 
Deposited volume 
08/1981-01/1982 
08/I 98 1-0 1/1982 
0 I  /I 982-0  I / I983 
total concentration  -86.000 m’  C77.000 mJ 
sand only  -72.000 mJ  +77.000 m’ 
total concentration  +3 .OOO  m’  -600.000 m’ 
0  I /I  982-0 ]/I983 
0 1 / 1 983-05/ I984 
0  1 / 1983-05/ 1984 
4.4.2  Resuits of calibration 
The following table gives the parameters we obtained for the three periods of simulation: 
J 
sand only  +2.OOO  m’  -600.000 m’ 
total concentration  -477.000 mJ  -900.000 tn’ 
sand only  -270.000 m’  -900.000 m’ Laws 












Table 4.4-2:  calibrated parameters To  CJ Link Canal 
The graphical results are presented  in appendix. 
Error functions and volumes: 
01/1982-01/1983  0 1/1983-05/l984  01/1982-05/1984 
p=1.3  P=l.  p=1. 
a,=O.OO  I  a,=O.OO  I  u,=o.oo  I 
a,=O.OO  1  a,=O.OO  1  u,=O.O01 
p=0.9  J3=0..5  p=0.5 
cr,=0.0012  a,=0.0005  a,=O.OO  I 
p= I  .3  p=1 .  p=1. 
a,,=O.OOOX  a,,=O.OO  I  Cl,,=O.0@  t 
p=I.  p=o.8  p4.8 
a,=O.OO  I  a,l=O.OO  I  a,,-O.Off  I 
a,=O.OO  I5  a,=o.oo  1  a,=O.OO  1 
a,=O.O01  a,=O  ,0008  u,=O.O@  1 
a,=O.OO  I  a,=O.OO  12  cc,=o.oo  I 
P=O.O5  p=0.04  p=0.04 
a,=O.OO I2  a,=O.OO  I2  cc,=o.oo  I2 
a,=O.OOI  ad=O.OO I2  a,,-0.OU  1 
a,=O.OO  I6  a,=O.OO  I  a,=O.OO  I 
p=  I .3  p= I .2  p= I  .3 
p1=0.17  p,=0.17  13,=0.17 
cl,=0.0008  a,=O.OO  1  n,,=0.0008 
Tnlrlc 4.1-3:  error rurlcticlu vulucs ;iud votumes Tor  CJ tiilk Carrel 
4.4.3  Comments 
- no calibration was acceptable for  I98 1  ~ 
- like for CRBC, the parameters for the equilibrium laws are closed to I.  with an exception for Bagnold IRW which 
seemed to underestimate the capacity of transport. 
- the parameters for the loading taw are stable over the two years and for the different laws, which allows prediction 
scrnaries from  1983 to  1984. This can be explained by the stability of the canal behaviour over the period of study. 
- all the laws produce comparable mutts. 
- thu scouring nl the tail of  CJ  Link is  ntwnys overcstimnted for thc period 1983- 1984. 
-  scouring  is always predicted  at  abscissa x=25000m for  1982-1983  but  the  actual  topography  did not  seem  to 
change during the period. Scouring occurred during the year 1983. 
The model does not  take  into account the  possible variability of the  bed composition, which might be  an essential 
tjctor in case of erosion: local problem could be expected. 44.4  Cunfrontatioii mcssut.cd/simulatctI concentrations 
The following table conlpares the simulated total concentrations to  the measured  ones for  1982- 1984, and Bagnold 
law. A comparison between the dilrerent siinulations is given in appendix. 
.  . 
Table 4.4-4:  confrontation of measured and computed Concentrations 
comments: 
Both sets of data are consistent but the model over estimates the concentrations at the tail (which is normal since we 
calibrated on the topograpy evolutions and the sediment outflow was too  low to  fulfill the  volume conservation). 
This overestimation is often for the low values ofthe head concentrations (see  the six first periods). 
4.5  €xarnple of  application: validation and prediction strafegies 
4.5.1  Prediction strategies 
Let us suppose that we have calibrated the model for 1990, 1991,  ...  1995. We want to apply the model in prediction 
scenaries for 1996 in order to minimize the maintenance costs for our system (acting on maintenance or regulation 
processes). 
* we can calibrate the model over  1990-1995 and use the parameters to simulate 1996 from the topography of 1995. 
Advantage: the bigger [he variations of topography are, the lower are the relative errors. 
Condition:  the parameters should be stable over the  different  periods of simulation  (which  was not  fhe case for 
CRBC). 
we can  use the parameters obtained for  1995. Advantage: we can suppose that the bahaviour of the  canal  was 
stable between  1995 and 1996. 
Drawback: the volume variations may be low and the relative errors high (situation encountered for CRBC in  1990 
and 1992, and CJ Link in I98  I). 41 














4.5.2  Quantification of the error on prediction 
In an objective of maintenance. the relevant quantity to analyze would be tlie vnriiltiorrs of volumes to recover the 
initial bed topography. 
But the distribution of the sediment over the reach should also be analyzed through its consequences an the hydaulic 
fiinctionning of the channel. 
In the  following, we observed  the  errors of prediction  on  the  volumes, as well  as the  error  function  delined  for 
calibration. It could have also been possible to  identify the consequence of our prediction  on some water levels for 
instance (water levels being linked to the water distribution). 
Psrn  meters  Pred ictcd  Error on  Error function 
volume  volumes with  value 
IOU0 111’  nicasurcrl diitn 




p=2.0  709  0.5%  0.394 
a,=O.O  I5 
u,=O.O  I5 
a,-0.008 
8=0.7  762  7.8%  0.528 
p=O. I5  74 I  5%  0.534 
a,=O.O  1 
a,=0.005 
p,=O.17  697  -  .3%  0.285 
Pr=O.O  1 
u,=O.OI 
a,=0.005 
4.5.3  Application to CRBC 42  ..  ts of  Pakistan.Ext?mnlrson. 
Ln\vs 
.hly  1990-Jan.1391  duly I990da 


















p=  I .2  328  311 






I-Ian  P*=0.8 
ad=0.003 
a,=0.005 
p=0.5  308  286  7.91  719  55 
a,=0.003 
Table 4.5-2:  resuIts of validation for CRBC 1990-1993 
The results obtained with Bagnold Law (best prediction) are presented below: 
--  .  -.  . .  .. 
, .. 
1 




,  /I 
5 les of Aoallcallon.  43  .. 
__-, -- 
..-._I_.---  --- 
.-__I 
..  ...  ..I  Figure 4.5-1: predicted bed evolutions w~th  Bagnow 13w lor LI~=- 
1  ~A:  -  __  4.5.I.L  lrrterpreruirutz 
- Here again the predictions are similar with the different laws but Bagnold is still the best one. 
- The validation for 1989-1990 is acceptable in terms ofvolumes. 
- For 1990-1993, we predict far too much deposition (which is expected when we observe the difference between the 
calibrated parameters and the ones we used). 
- The emor for  January 1991 is very high. This is consistent with the fact that no satisfying parameter could be found 
for the calibration on this short period. 
- In  1992 and 1993, the prediction is  improving in terms of topography evolution but the error on deposited volumes 
still remain above 50%. The predlction is generally better for I992 than for  1993 
._  ,A --I.L...",-  ,Lm ,nnr,p,  n"  ..  .  - 
It would be  interesting to compare  other strategies for prediction.  I-or  example, we  CUUIU  CdIIUlLILC  UK  lIlvucl  "., 
1989-1991, and predict a topography for  1992 and for  1993. The strategies of prediction could then  be compared. 


















P;  e  n  n e  d  y 
4.5.4. I  ResirIIs of predictions 
AS  for CRW,  wc ttsd  Ihc pariiiiiclcrs cnlibratud 011  1982- 1983 for predicting llic bcd svolutlon ti~r  M;I~  1084.  '1'11~ 
mwrs of  prediction  arc  presented  below,  as  well  as  the  results  of siinulaiions  for  Engelund-Ilansen  (worst 
prediction), Ackers While and Ysng (best predictions). 
Parameter  Predicted  Error on  Error function 
S  volume  volumes with  valuc 
I000 m'  measured darn 
P=l.  -1280  -52%  0.385 




p=0.9  -2386  -183%  1,199 
p= 1.3  -1324  -57%  0.453 
u~-0.0008 
a,=0.0016 
p=I.  -1821  -I  16?4  0.670 
a,,=O.OOI 
a,=O.OO  I5 
pel.  I I30  -34%  0.366 
a,=O.OO  I 
a,=0.006 
























 15.  Example of application: strategies for water management  I 
5.7.  Introduction 
l'lic piirposc of this part is to illustriitc how wc coiild use a scdimenl lrunspor-t nioclel  LO ;inswcr  ;I  pruhlcra ul'5iltntion 
or scouring in a irrigation canal. 
Nrw strategies of  water distribution are being debated today. Currently, most of the irrigation systems in Pakistan are 
supply-driven: water  is used  by farmers if it  is available  in  the  feeding canal (and not  the contrary). The simplest 
sirntcgy of water distribution consists in  providing a constant  discharge  in the main  canal  (when  possible),  and 
operating the secondary canals according to a defined calendar. This strategy needs few operations and  limits the 
hurnnn inthence. 
But this  management  rises some problems.  Few  systems are correctly equipped with  tail  escapes and the  lack of 
drainage induces waterlogging and sometimes soil degradation through  salinity (uprising of the saline water table) 
N lieti  the delivery is higher than the  requirements. Secondly, water is scarce in Pakistan  whereas new irrigated areah 
should  be developed: wasted water should be avoided. Then water shortages can sometimes appear (typically ,just 
before the monsoon, when the cropping intensity is the highest). 
Pilot projects are now oriented towards a greater flexibility, consisting in adapting the water supply to the crop-water 
requirements. Chashma Right  Bank  Canal  is  one of these  projects. Such strategies are  not so simple  to  address 
because the present systems were not designed for them, and their consequences are not well identified. 
In the following, we will try to present simplified strategies of operation at the main canal level, for one reach ended 
by a regulator able to control the water surface level: 
Regulator 
Figure 5.1-1: schematic plan of the theoretical canal 
We  will observe  the  influence of scllematic  strategies  on  the canal  bed  evolution, upstream  from  the  regulator, 
predicted by the model SIC-SEDI. 
5.2.  Definitions 
5.2.1.  Definition of relevant strategies 
established for CRBC and Lower Swat Canal (LSC) (ref. [  1 I): 
Iiave  an  idea  of the  variability  of  the  discharge requirements,  we  present two crop-water requirements  charts, Figwc 2. Irrrgo/ian waiw reqiiircmcriis  01  woicrcmirse  ,,t.ad. Loh.<*r  ?.*a.  CI:: 
f UCJ 
r.9  Zr-lh 
.' ;;rrr, ;  Iirig~r!icrri  ~.~:ii.r  rL.:,:iirmi<n:v 
L.LYl,l! I c'R/$CJ. 
~,iicrcctiirsc  Iictrrl  L.li,ii/i/iw  I:ighi( fi,lrrA 
Figure 5.2-1:  irrigation water requircnieiits for CRBC illid 1,SU  (frurri ref. 11 I) 
To detine managcmeiit strategies. we will keep in mind that: 
- a full discharge has lo be supplied a certain percentage of  the year; 
- to feed the scconctnry cmals (distrilwtnries) upstream from thc regtil:itor, niiniinurn ICVLIIS  arc ;(lw iiiipixcil iii s(iiiiu 
monirnts of he  year. 
* strutqqv I:  the ninin canal is functioning at his full discharge. What is the intluencc of  the iinposcd water  level on 
the bed evoluiicm'? 
* smztqv 2:  [he discliarye bahunccs llic cropwaiter rcquircnicnts. Kccping ihc wnic constraints un  ilie watt'r lcvcls 
as in strategy  1,  what will be the  new evolutions? 
Many other managcmcnt strategies could be defined (likc closing the canal when the cmict'ntrations arc too hipti  ...) 
5.2.2.  Sirniilntion canal 
'The simulation will  kist:  the schematic canal presented in  part 4 (sensitivity  andysis), designed according io Lacq  '5 
rules for n nnturiif slope of l/8OOtl and a discharge of 130 ni'/s. 
48.8  rn  > 
Figure 5.2-2: schcrnatic cross sectioii 
Stricklur cocfficicnr: 50 
IJnifomi dsptlis (Stricllsr 1brtniil.i) : Discharge Q 
50 ni’/s 
90 m*/s 
I30  mJ/s 
5.3.  Strategy I:  maximum discharge 




5.3.1.  feasibility 
(.accy’s rcilcs are supposed to be appropriate for the full supply discharge. When the discharge Q decreases (the level 
at  the  regulator  remaining  constant),  the  velocity  also  decreases,  thus  the  capacity  of’ sediment  transport,  and 
sedimentation can occur. That is one of the reasons why this strategy has been privileged for a long time. However. 
3s shown before, tlic nccds arc not constant over the ycar and to avoid  the cxccss of  water, escapes are nuccssnry. 
Tlik point has to  be considered when comparing two solutions. The following figure presents a scheniatic rsanqilt. 
oi iictivoih dcsign li)r ii hill disch-gc  siipply: 
~ 
Figure 5.3-t: schematic plan oCa network 
For exh  of the distributaries (disty  I, 2, 3), the water requirements are presented far two periods of the year. Two 
escapes are dimensioned according to these requirements. 
5.3.2..  Comp;irisoii t~ctweun  three opcratiiig strategies at tlic regulutor 
strategy  la: the water level 2  is  maxirnum all over the year. This level is 50 cm higher than for the uniform regime 
(3.10 m). 
Bed evolutions after 1 and 10  years: licalioii.  49 
Wc can observc thni scoitriiig first occw-s at the lid.  The (low is  lirndcd with scditnrnts atltl dtrpusiirion  OCCLII'S  21 tt1e 
tail.  Then  erosion  takes  plxe all along  the  canal  to  reach  the  equilibrium  protilo.  This  erluilibriuln  profile 
corresponds to the uniform depth of the flow. 
strategy  Ib: the water level Z is minimum (2.80 m)  and close to the uniform depth. The bed evolutions are presellted 
below: 
Iicre again  we ohscrvt. a  lot of scoilring at fiend hut almost no Itlorc tlcpositioll  at tllc tail. Tfle ~qiiilibrIt~~~~  prolilc 
(alicr 10 years) also corresponds to uniform depth (after stabilizing). 
strategy Ic: the water level is  maximum in the high requirement period (April to September or Klzrrr~J and minimuln 
during the  rest of  the time. 
BE0  VARIATIONS 
An equilibrium profile is stilt reached even though the water level is changing each year. strntcgy  parameters  variation of volume 
la  Q=  I30 mJ/s  -275 ,  I O'in' 
Ib  Q= 130 m'/s  -470.10"n' 
Ic  Q=130 m'ls  -372.10'm' 
aRcr one year 
2=3.10 m 
Z=2.80 m 
2-2.80 S:  3.10 ni 
Thus we can observe that the level of the regulator has a direct influence ofthu bed topography: 
- the three new equilibrium profiles are almost parallel; the flow has become uniform for all the strategies. 
- the equilibrium bed  for 2~3.10  m is  almost 30 crn higher than the equilibrium bed  for Z=2.8Om: the differences 
between the water levels and the equilibrium beds are of same order of magnitude. 
3 The  imposed water level is directly linked to the bed elevation but not to its equilibrium slope. It means that we 
can raise or decrease the bed level just by an action on the tail regulator. 
variation of volume at 
cquilibrium 
-91 7. 1 O'm' 
-1497. IO'ni' 
- 1 21  5.1 O'm' 
5.4.  Strategy 2:  variable discharge 
The following chart presents the hydrogram that we used for the simulations. It was established according to CRBC 
head hydrogram. 
!  Yearly Hydrogram a1  head  I 
o  10  60  go  tm  150  iao  210  240  210  300 
4.y. 
Figure 5.4-1: yearly head discharge hydrogram Using this head discharge, we  define three strategies: 
- strategy 2a: the  tevel 7, is kept constmt and maximum (Z=3. 
also fed at his maximum); 
-7 
0 m)  (the distributary upstream  from  the regulator is 
- strategy 2b: the level 2 is constant but as low as possible (Z=2.80 m); 
K 
-  strategy  2c: the  level is variable  and  taken 50cm above  the  uniform  level. This strategy  seems  to be  the most 
rentistic (the distributary upstream from the regulator is fed according to the avaitable water in the canal). We can observe that 
- now we have mainly deposition: 
- the equilibrium slope is not exactly the same: 
!iL3  nhu  mvi(  ILLVAIIDN  - 
W,,,h.?.  LciI.0,.  ~  i  1;-  -  ,  , .  aI[.  :<~  :or  I  - -  ~  1 
! 
I  4" 
8.  :, 
strategy  paranietcrs  variation of votunle 
2a  Q variable  +260 .I  O'm' 
2  I7  Q variable  +I 16.10'm' 
2c  Q variable  i-84.1  O'm' 
after one  year 
2=3.10 m 
2-7.80  m 
Z=Zun  i f+O, 5 m 
Omk  . 
variation of vofunle at 
cqu  il  i b riu  m 
-ti23  1. 10JmJ 
+474. I@"' 
+36  I.  I O'iii' 
The variable discharge with the highest level produces more siltation. 
5.5.  Example of application 
5.5.1.  summary 
The tested strategies are compared in the following table, classified from the most "deposition-inductive" to the least 
one: j.  5.2.  Eianiplc of interpretation: 
Let  US imagine  that we  are managing  a  canal  with  a  variable discharge,  and  we  try  to  adapt  the  levels  to  the 
requirements at each distributary (strategy 2c). We observe sedimentation in the reach. 
(I) Gmosiq:  in a first  step, the consequences of sedimentation must be clearly identified 
\Vi.  are applying the strategy 2c. According to the table 5.5-1. we observe that our regulation strategy  is not optimal 
1”-o1n  tlic srdinientolagic point of  vkw. 
(2) Analvsis of pos5  .ible solutions: 
We  could reduce the deposition either : 
a-  by  lowering  the  average  level  (ex  Z=Zunif  +0.40tn). This  would  probabty  not  satisfy  the  feeding  of  tlie 
distributaries; 
p- by increasing the discharges, so that to tend towards strategies la. I  b or  tc. Thus we also have to consider escape 
clianiirls. 
u needs the construction of escapes to avoid drainage problems. 
p may penalize the users upstream From the control regulator. 
Here again, this example is  very schematic since we could also observe many other strategies (flushing, temporary 
closure ofthe canal during the periods of  high concentrations  ...) 
(3) Definition of teas  ’  iI  b e s t rate  &: 
We will test the first strategy {a);  to minimize the dimensions of the escape, we will increase the discharge by the 
same qiiantity all over the year, with a threshold of 130 rn’/s: 
1 
I 
I  Yearly Hydrogram  at  head 
140  .1  1  i 
Increase for Q 
10  m’fs 
20  m’/s 
Figure 5.5-3:  modified head discliargc hydrogram 
(4)  hulati  -5: 
Here are the deposited volumes for two new strategies (increase by  10 rn’/s,  then by 20 rn’is): 
Variation of volume  Variation of volume after 10 
after  I  year  years 
+84. IO’m’  +I 46.  IO’rn’ 
-48.  IO’m’  -76.  IO’rn’ 
and the bed topographies: r--7  . 
Increasing the discharge by 20 m'/s  would prevent the canal from sifting up in  its first reach 
However,  we  can  notice  that  the  bed  profile  would  be  significantly  modified,  with  scouring  at  the  head  and 
deposition upstream from the regulator. 
Thus, now, we have to aiialyze the benefits of this new strategy: is it able to address the problems determined during 
the diagnosis (1 )? 
It is also necessary to  think of the qiialjty of the prediction when analyzing the results: if the present topography  is 
inside the margin of error of the simulation, then the new management strategy may be  useless. 
(6)  !hlwrison ofd imt  acceDtable s  trategiez (economical, hydraulicat, political ...  points of view) 
5.6.  Summary 
In this  part,  we  have  shown  how  the  sirnolation  tool  could  be  used  to  analyze  the  impact  of  simple  water 
management strategies on the siltation  in  a reach.  The  cases that  are presented  are very schematic  but the  same 
approach could be used for more complex systems, more elaborated strategies and a more reliable simulation tool. 5.1  summary 
The objective of this work was to test a simulation tool for the topographic evnliitinns of irrigation canals. For tlia~. 
two systems were analyzed: one main canal of irrigation, Chashma tiight Bank Ciuial, and one link canal, Cliaslirn;r 
Ilieluni Link canal. It  was concluded that the sediment transport should mainly take place 111 a suspended mode 
.i  iiiuclel ofserljnierit  transport wiis combined (o  the hydraulic model SIC. AIIWII~  tlic data rcquircrnents. the mo&l 
needs the definition of periods of  steady  tlow,  sediment  inputs at  the head of the canal and accurate topographies. 
~'WU  CIIISSCS of particlcs are dctined: the wash load arid the hed inaterial load. F(ir the bcd material load, we se1cctt.d 
two 1:ws  to reprewit tlic evolution of  tlic conccntration: une eqtiilibriuni cuIicriiiratioti Iiiw uid utic loading law. 
\\'c  watitcd the  nitrilcl  ti) bc iis siiiiplc: :IS  possible and niariy ;issiiniptions U.OIIIII  Iiiivc 10 bc clicckcci iirttl  iiriprovccl. 
The  sensitivity  to  the  variability  of the  liead  conceiitrations,  for  which  the  inaccuracy  can  be  importnnt. IS  lilt- 
instancc  very  Iiigti- hut  considering  sevcrnl  classes  of particles  inside  the bctt  niarcri;il  luad  may  rcduce  this 
sensitivity  . 
!'art  4  detines a procediire for the calibration of the loading and equilibrium laws. This procedure is long but praciice 
accslerates tlic convargeiice towards acceptable paranielcrs. This procedure could bc applied on tlic  tiuo case biudics, 
CRBC and CJ  Link canal. 
On CRBC,  tlie behavior of  the  canal  was  not stable  over  the  three  periods  of' simulation  we  defined,  and  the 
parameters  of  the  loading  law  neither:  the  deposition  rate  decreased  significantly.  For  CJ  Link canal,  these 
parameters are more stable but onfy two and a half years were tested.  For both anyway,  tlie different equilibrium 
liiw give similar results despite a small preference for Bagnold law. 
However, some  local variations cannot be  reproduced property by the  model: we Iiave io  cori~liidc  first hat the 
model is not appropriate to reproduce ali the sedimentologic  processes (both because of  the inasctiracy of [he input 
d,it:h  aiid becaiise  01'  tlic  ti~o~lcliiig  silnplifications),  secoiid  that  wc  ciiiiiiot cspcct  too initch  fiom  tlic  incasurcd 
topographies. LOW bed variations (and thus short periods) should not be considered with our approach. 
In prediction, the model tends to amplify the bed variations and the error on the predicted volumes reached 50%  in 
average with the best laws. However, the location of the zones of erosion or deposition was more or less acceptable. 
Anyway,  such  an  error  is  expected  in  sediment  transport  problem.  Let  us  remind  that  a  good  equilibrium 
concentration formula is valid with such an inaccuracy.  Moreover, the errors on input data are not avoidable arid 
they may largely affect the quality of the prediction. 
As iin example of'applicntion, sitiiplikd  strategies ot-water management were tested. We observe that wc  can act on 
ivater levels and discharges to  increase or reduce deposilion: raising the levels at a regulator will riiisc  the ;ivrral;e 
bed  level but will not change the equilibriiim slope. The application of  variable discharges  incrcases ihc rlcpositiori 
compared to the strategy which consists in applying the full discharge for which the canals were designed and also 
clianyes the equilibrium slope. llius  increasing the average discharge tends to reduce deposition. 
5.2  View on  the follow up 
In  its present shape,  we can use the model with all the reserves  we  summarized above.  Our main objective  is the 
reliability of  the prediction of the model. It can be improved by: 
- improving  the model; 
- dealing with long series for calibration, so as to have stable parameters. 
- a beiter field observation,  which should allow to understand local particularities that the model is not able to take 
into account. 
Some views on  the following are listed below. 5.2.  I  Modeling 
Tlie rcprrsaitatioii of lli~  bed niatciiil load ;IS  ill1 ImiIogcnc(itIs class OV  p;irticlcs  niight bc ;I  co;irsc  approxiniatioii. 
We ;ire aware that the silts and the sands coarser that  150 iiiicrons do not behave siniilarly: the tincr n particle IS,  the 
easier the flow is able to carry it;  moreover sands will tend to reach their equilibrium concentration much quicker 
than silts. The concentrations for three classes of particles are generally available for the studied systems, thus  it is 
sensible to separate their modeling in the future. As said in part 3.6, we would probably reduce the sensivity to tlic 
head concentrations. 
rhr  coinposition 01 the bcd should be the next step (or  iiiiproveniriit. 1 tcre again,  A  lot of data art: available. This 
coiiipiisition is important in case of  scouring: it is not aclunlly thc main prohtcrn of-  thc irrig;ition  systems, but all tlic 
canals undergo periods of  erosion even though they are globally silting up. From a technical point of  view, it would 
allow the model  to deal easily  with lined canals (with an unerodible layer).  The problem of  bed forms was  also 
avoided in the Master of Science study. 
The distribution of  the sediments over a cross sections and the  modeling of singularities should also be studied in 
details. By singularities, we mean for example: 
- what are the effects ofkila  bushings and berms (which may not appear on cross section spaced from  I50Om); his 
prncticc is generally used either to stabilize the banks or to reduce the wettcd area, thus to increase the flow velocity 
and prevent from siltation. 
- \\hiit are the effects of n bend; 
- how  are the sediments transferred through an offtake  ... 
The  model will also  bc  included in  the  unsteady  flow  model SIRENE of SIC. A  higher  accuracy  is expected, 
cspscinlly in case of o liigli variability of  the head data or of  the operations at the nodes. 
At last, the calibration procedure should also be improved thanks to optimization algorithms. 
5.2.2  Applications 
Instantaneous catibration was avoided in this  work but it  seems to be more physical to crilibriltc  concentration laws 
tjii  concentration data. I  lowever a high accuracy in  the data used for calibration is required. 
Then  testing  a  large  number  of cases  (and  long series)  would  allow  to  define  methodologies  to quantify  the 
reliability of  prediction with respect  to the quality of the calibration,  to the  duration of the  simulation periods  ... 
Idrntifjing the  reliability  is  vital  for  tlie  applicability OF the  model  for  maintenance  or  operation  strategies. 
hloreovrr, we should properly define methods to  analyze  tlie  quality of a prediction according to  the  use of  tlie 
model: in this study,  we selected the quantity of sediments deposited  in a reach, but it might be more relevant to 
observe other variables, for instance the conveyance capacity, the water levels at some offtakes ... 
ft is also esseiitial to think of  the integration of the sediment transport niodel on cornplrx syslems. We have to test  it. 
- at a different scale, namely the distributaries where most of the maintenance is done; 
-  nt a global scale: where arc: the sediments carried; knowing the input concentrations at the hcad of the main canal, 
are ~ve  able to predict the siltation in the distributaries,  the minors and the watercourses ... 
5.2.3  Data collcction 
In the present shape of  the model, we have shown that we should have accurate concentrations,  naniely daily data 
These data can be more easily integrated in  order to compare them to the global bed variations (see part 4). 
Then specific measurement campaigns (scheduled for  1997) shoiild help: 
-  in  the  characterization  of  the  sediment  transport  modes  (wash  load,  part  of  the  bed  load  compared  to  rhr 
suspension ...) which was made in this study according to mathematical criteria and not physical observations; 
- in the characterization of the bed material (cohesivity, porosity,,.) kistan.mDlcs Q f anplication.  57  )  of Pa  ...  . 
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d Appendix: 4 Equilibrium transpwt formrilae (fie  particles) 
Domain of validity  Form i  ila  I 
Author  Opinion in 
litterature 
I  I 
Engelund- 
I-iansen (1967,  I 
1 - transport with dun& 
Ragnold (1966  I 
- good results when 
suspension is present 
fp0.4) 
iickrrs-Whit4 
(1  973) 
good accuracy (after 
Cang  and Molinas, 
982) 
be careful when the 
)roportion of big 
)articles is not 
iegligible. 
Yang (1972) 
C being here Chdzy coefficient 
r 
wi~  for l<d*<60, 
Z,  =cxp(2.86ln(d*)  -0.434(h(d*))' -8.13 
7 = 1 -  0.56h(d3 
0.23 
A = -  + 0.14  m 
9.66 
d+ 




I,  = uhc  * 
- total load 
- 190prn<d<930pm 
- total load 
- based on energctical 
considerations 
.total load 
. narrow grain size 
listribution 
partides from 0.04 to 
iXmm 
rut established for 
ddc200 and d4Xmrn 
total load 
- narrow win  size 
istribution 
w terminal velocity 
d: 150 to 1710pm 
h :  0.01  to 15.2m 
D:  0.23 to 1.97ds 
I:O. 000043-0.0279 
2*; 10-585000ppm 
- obtained after field 
experiments 
- d35 more 
representative than  d: 
- good accuracy in th 
domain of validity 
- not applicable when 
the particles with a 
jiameter lower than 







V  @=0.0315{  ]  . 
dP, JP- 9d 
- total load 
- u*c critical shear velocity 
defined aRer Shields curve. 
- good accuracy 
especially when the 
total shear stress is 
superiior to the 
critical shear stress.  I 
I 
..  I 
-same remarks as before 
log X,  = -2.279 + 2.97210g XI 
+ 1.06OIog X,  log X,  + log X,  log x, 
- good accuracy after 
Cardoso and Neves 
(Ref 1) 
- According to the 
authors, this formula 
is more aaurate for the 
low  concentrations of 
1  - appropriate for total load 
sediments 
- appropriate for cohesive sediments; 
- appropriate for totai load; 
- empiricat model where M and the critical 
shear  stresses  must  be  obtained  by 
Cali bration. 
-C,  is  a refcrcnce conccntrdtion,  in  the 
h5nity of the  bed,  at a variable  disbnce 
3f  it. 
I  Spatial Delay Effect Laws  I 
Krone (1962) 
and 
r  I 
a.  W  with K= - 
For erosion Partheniades): 
U* 




BC 0  VIP  I  A1  I  OUS 
ECD  VARlAllOUS 
I.1  C.P.1  i ,..I.."  I..=*  R.l.I."C.  1 *... 
.I  ,  I 
YftItbl~~  I-13  I.4. 
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wo vrai~rious SIC-SEDID  ro  _P rain 1  nraciical presentation  Appendix 6  I 
STC-SEDT program - practical presentation 
Version 03 August 1996, tiemonstration vcrsion IIMI-ISKIP-CEMAGREF 
I.  General 
SI3DI aims at  calculating the evolution of the bed topography of  a canal for a sticcession  of steady  [low poi~itrdj. 
\\here the hydraulic and sedimentologic variables  are constant. 'I'he  geometry of the canal  is tipdated BI  tho end 01' 
c.;~cli  of  these periods. 
Definition of  the N periods 
of  steady flow 
SEDIU 
i= I i  i=i+  I 
SED1 ,y 
1' 
Hydraulic computation for period 
EDIFL  U+FL  WYIA  SE 
the cllonnel  .Yf:f~l/  , 
period I  SEDIl 
I  I 
I  if i<N 
+ 
End of  simulation 
Visualization and calculation of 
the error functions 
VlSTAL 
Tl~c  command program SEDl is computed in Pascal for Windows. The programs SEDIO and SllUl I arc coiiiputcd in 
I  '{)  IZ'I'IZ A N  77. 
VISi'AL  is the  tool  which  atlows  10  visualize  three  topographies  at  thc  same  Lime,  atid  to  cillculit!c  ~hc  error 
functions brt\ucc.n these gcomctrios. 
A11 these programs still have to be developed for a correct utilization (interfaces and algorithms) 
2.  Requirements 
2.7  Geometric data 
The initial geometric tiles must be prepared with TALWEG: files .MIN, ,'IlT, .DIS. 
2.2 Hydraulic data 
You nerd to create as many files .FLU (created by EDIFLU) as  necessary for your whole simulation. I  Iowevcr, tlic 
discharge  at  the  trpstreani  node of the  canal  is read a1  each  period of  steady  flow.  For  instancc,  if' tlic  Ctl-ichtcr 
coefficients, the operations at the nodes, the targeted levels, the downstream condition arc  tinclwnged Ibr ~Iic  1%  Iiolc 
simulation, you  need to create only one file .FLU, even though the discharge is variable. SIC-SEDI Drograiii : practical presentation  Appendix 6 
NB: be sirre that the cnlibraiion mode for FLUVIA is not activated. 
2.3  Sedhenfologic data: 
'l'iiq  ;,re all contairicd in  the file .SED which miist be edited manrrally, respecting sirict format ofwriting. 
You have to eiiter: 
- general variables: coristant due to gravity, specific weight, porosity afthc scdiiiients,  killemit!ic viscosit). 
- graiii sizc distributiur. f'irst  of' all, tliree classes have to be defined. The g~hi  size rlistribu1ion is spccitied 101-   lie 
whole period of  siriiirlatioii through the inedinin diameters for each class, 
- lirnit Ibr wash lu;d  it CJII  bc  tiscr-dclined or ;iutonietically cillctilatd thanks to iii~  cnurgctic crilcriori. 
-  t!:it:i  i'tir  ciich pcrii)tl t)l' slciirly  Ilotv: 
* discharge at head 
* ctlncciitrntions  liir tlic tlircu clnsscs of pnrticlcs nt thc itpstrrm norlc; 
duration of  the period;  & 
* inedium diameter for the coarsest class [if not mentioned in the general grain size distribution] 
- pnramciers for the lmvs 
* you have to select the laws for tlic evolution of  the bed material load 
3 model  wirh  equilibrium  concentration:  select  a  formula  (Ackers-White.  Engelund-l lanscn,  Yang,  K;irim 
3  empirical model: for cohesive sediments especially (Krone and Partheniades) 
Original values:  p=  I  For the equilibrium concentration,  except for Bagnoid law which has two parameters: p,-U.  17. 
p,=O.OI  for very fine particles). 
Rcfer to the MSc study for the parameters of lfan's loading law encountered for CRRC and CJ  I.ink canal. 
LCIIIICJ>,  Uitg110lL1)  ;IS  \\.tIl 21s ;I  loiltlillg I;~\V  (I I~III). 
3.  Output 
- Seoiiieiric liles .MIN, .TIT, .DIS which can be visualized by  VIS'TAL. NB: presently, die tilt .TIT is reduced atid 
cnniicii he used for the steady flow  computation. 
-  rcsiilt iites: Ibr each period, a tile .LST is created. Currently, the  following informatioris are providctl tbr cacti 
calculation section: 
3  number of tlie calciilation section 
=:> Xgcu: absciss;i (in) 
3  Q : discharge (m3/s) 
3  A: wetted area (m') 
=  Rh: hydraulic radius (m) 
2  J  : slope ofthc  energy line (m/lOOOm) 
3 1)s :  variation of  the bcd area in the section (rn'); 
a  MI3  : inaximuni variation of the bed level (m) 
=;s  Csand, Csilt, Cclay: coiicentrations for tlie three classes of  particles (gil) 
3  Cc.: cquilibriiini concentration (gA) SIC-SEDI pregrdm  ,.  . pra  ct  ical pc&cgcWioti  Appendix 6  3 
2  D50 :  medium diameter of the bed material load (pm) 
3  DWL, : critical diameter for wash toad (pm) 
Y : Shields parameter 
'Iliis list can easily be modified. 
4.  Restrictions 
A few are listed below: 
- the model was tested on simple reaches only (earthen portion of CRBC and CJ  Link canal, 
- a simulation cannot contain more than 99 periods. For  more  periods, divide your  period of siinulation,  and ~nk 
cart' to  use a complete tile .TIT(titles ul'the geometric file), like the initial one, 1'01 thc wcond simirlatioii. 
- the model only deals with erodible beds. If  used  for  a lined canal,  the bed may also be scoured.  In the future.  il 
special structure (extra geometric  tile)  should contain the nature of the bed (concrete,  sand [d  diameter ot' the 
pirticlcs]. cohesive sdiiiiciits, duiics ...) 
-  the  integration to  several  branches was  not  rested:  the  singularities  are  over  simplified  (the  concentration  is 
supposed to  totitlly 11-ansrcrred froin one branch to another at the nodes, whatever thc nature of'the otfiuhe). 
-  local  ptienoniena  (kila  bushings,  ...) cannot  be modeled  at  present  (see  the  simplification of  the  sediment 
distribution in the cross section) 
...  refer also to the report for the simplifications in the model. 
5. Type of errors 
-'Error reading file .MAC': the steady flow computation encountered some errors, such as: 
* over topping 
* targeted level not achieved 
* discharge out of range of  the downstream condition 
* wrong data or format in file .FLU 
... 
jlJ\*icc: clwipc' Ihc  iir~ci.liico  iiiodc to 'Noriiial'  in t1~  Option iii~riu  01'  SIC ild ruii I~1,LtVIA  md  l;i>li~l-U  (JII  thc 
initial geometry. 
- 'Warning: timc step should be  shorter':  the bed elevation variation was too  important (25% ofthe water depth is 
this version). Check file .MT,  reduce the time step or change the parameters of rlic laws. 
- Windows errors : check the files .tST 
... 
6.  Edition of the file .SED 
See example. 
All the line preceded by '*' are read as  comments. 
All the lines of data must start by a special character. The  information associated to  this charac~er  is read from the 
1  I th column ,  except for the description of  thc  periods. 
In  the  following description of  the  formats,  'x' means character not read and benchmarks  the  limit between two 
informat  ions. 4 
FxxxxxxxxxGEOMETRY :  initial geometric file .MIN 
FHOlxxxxxxIIYDRAULI  :  hydraulic  file, valid  for  period  01  and  until  a  new 
hydraulic file is read 
In  tlie esainplo, CRBOJI. 1 R is iised tbr periods 01 and 02,  CR9OSI: I R  is valid for period 113  111 ihc 1as1 period 
NxxxxxxxxxUPSTNODE  :  upstream node name 
XI  xxxxxxxLOWERxMEDIUM:  lower  1irniL  for  the  finest  class  (O),  then  medium 
diameter  inside tila  class. 
x2  xxxxxxxLOWERxMEDI~  : lower limit for the middle class (normally silt, thus 
2 or 5  pm), then medium diameter inside the class. 
);2  xxxxxxxLOWERxMEDIUM ;  lower limit €or the  coarsest class  (normally sand), 
then medium diameter inside the class.  If this diameter is  below the limit of 
the class, it will be read again at each period. 
YxxxxxxxxxDWL  : critical diameter for the wash load. 
P~~xQO$$$$XCOSANDXCOSILT~COCLAY~DT$$XDSO$$  : description of the period ii. 
Some errors are  generated if the periods are  not numbered in the  right order. 00 is thc  head discharge (in3/s), 
CO$$$$ are the liead concentrations, DT  is the duration of  the period in days, d50 the inerliuin diaincter ol'thc coarse 
class if  it is not mentioned in  the grain size distribution (pm). 
LxxxxxxxxxIEQ  : number of the equilibrium law 
BlxxxxxxxxBl  :  first  parameter  for  the  equilibrium  law,  (BxxxxxxxxxB1 is 
sufficient if only one  parameter is needed) 
B2xxxxxxxxB2 : second parameter for the equilibrium law. 
cxxxxxxxxxILOAD  : number of the loading law. 
DxxxxxxxxxDl 
DlxxxxxxxxDl :  first deposition parameter; 
DZxxxxxxxxD2 :  second deposition parameter; 
ExxxxxxxxxEl 
ElxxxxxxxxEl :  first erosion parameter; 
E2xxxxxxxxE2 :  second erosion parameter; 
7.  Visualization 
l'his is brievcly presttititig ihe progrntii VIY'I'AL 
\'ISTAI.  allows to visualize the geometric  filcs computed by TAI.WEC or SEDl. Thrcc filcs can  he npcn  in tlic 
wine time. lhe  flrst one is called the  reference file. 
Thc structure is  similar to the program VlSFLU (visualization of FLUVIA results). 
The fike  VISTALINI contains the proportion X of the totat width (LMAX) on  which the mediuni bed  Ic\yl ivill hr 
calculi1ic.d (sw proccd~~rc:  in tlic hlSc report) [interlhce 10  bc done].  111  ilic hllowing, wc will call this widih 1,i3l:tj: 
I.BED=l.MAX*X 
7.1  Description of the options 
- "l.ongitudinal  protile" : visualization oftlie longitudinal niediiiin bed tcvcl or ol'(tic bcd vi1ri;itions 
- "Cross sections" : visualization  of the cross sections used for the steady flow computation. They are symmetrical 
(dcfined in widtli!elevntion)  thus they may differ froin the actual cross section entered cinder EDIF1,U. 
- "reference file visualization": visualization of the medium bed  levels of all he  open files (defined in part i  of  the 
klsc report) and the bank of the reference file. 
- "bed variations" :  visualization of  tlie differences between the  second file atid the  lint lite (refiererice  tilei (3 
continuous line) and between the third and the reference file (=xlotted linc). 
The scale can he cnlciilarutl automatically or iiscr-defined. Graphical representation: the titles are the ones included in file .TIT (that is why this file is  changed by SEDl). You 
can print the result on a file .HGL which can be then inserted as a picture in WORD. However the transfet changes 
the long dots into short dots (problem of converter). 
7.2  output 
t'lrc output is the file VIS'I'AL.LST which contains fhe following inforniations 
-  lo\\tst point elevation  of each  section  and  medium  bed level  calculated  on  the  lowest  part  of  the  bed  (the 
percentage of the total width 011  which the calculation is made is specified in the file VISTAL INI); 
- comparison between the geometries: 
tirst column: number ofthc  calculation section 
sccond column: longitudinal abscissa (m) from the upstream node 
third column: difference of volume between the second  file and the  first file,  calculated 011  ilic width  01'  thc  l~d 
l.DED. 
I'ourth column: same difference but between the third and the first files. 
fifth and sixth columns: dif'erences between the total volumes (procedure to be checked when the  banks arc not the 
same for the files that are compared). 
last column: percentage of error between column 3 and 4 (!)990/,  means out of range). 
At thc wid. the qiindrntic error Fiinctitriis (gross and narmaliicd) are cnlcrilated (SCC dcfinihn  in thv rcport). Appendix $,  :  sediment data files 
CFU3C  1987-1989 (complete file .SEDI 
..  "l*..**.....""l"w.~~"w*.*..~~w~~ww~~.*"..*~ww*~~*..-~~**~~ 
Sedimentologic Datd  for SEDI 
Version  01  August.  1996 
rfl..w'..*..*...rr.t..~~"~~.~~~~.~..~*~".-..*..***..~~~~..~* 
-  Initial geometric file [.MIN. .DIS.  .TIT]  without extension 
The six first characters will give the name  to  tho  simulation 
-  Hydraulic  files 
XXX)MXXX 
FGEOM  CFt87hPlR 
---)  check consistency with periods 
RIO  1  CR87APlR 
FH13  CR88JAlR 
-  Upstream node 
N  HEAD 
*Craln sizo distribution 
'CLASS  LOWER  MEDIUM DIAMETERS  (MICTONS] 
"I  xxccaxwxu 
XI CLAY  0.  2. 
X2 SILT  5.  20. 
X3  SAND  62.  0. 
if D50 for sand is lower than the llrnit  silt/sand 
*  its value will be read at each  period 
*  Limit for Wash load  (microns): 
*  an energetical criterion at each calculation  section 
Y  -1. 
Enter a  negative value if you  want it to be calculated with 
...  f.~."....rr..*r..**.~.~.~.~~.*~"*.~*.~.~.""..~..~..**. 
Description of  the  different periods of  steady  flow  ...  ~"...~....*..**l.*.*.~"*""nn~*~..~~..~"w**-....~*....~ 
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.237  30.  152. 
.713  30.  152. 
,635  15.  152. 
.635  15.  152. 
,717  15.  152. 
,717  15.  152. 
,672  15.  152. 
.6?2  15.  152. 
,303  30.  152. 
,320  30.  152. 
.I43  30.  152. 
,127  27.  152. 
,110  30.  150. 
,433  30.  150. 
.228  30.  150. 
.274  30.  150. 
.298  30.  150. 
.586  7.  150. 
,586  10.  150. 
,586  13.  150. 
,920  15.  150. 
.$20  15.  150. 
,345  30.  150. 
,160  30.  150. 
,098  30.  150. 
.I08  34.  150. 
,099  9.  150. 
1..  "....*...-....1...*.~.....w~..*."..~~..*.~*~.*.** 
*  General data 
G  9.81 
w  1000. 
V  0.  00000l 
S  2650, 
H  0.3 
Choice of  the  laws 
"I.  l~f....~"."""""".""W.""~..."~",...~~~~"~~~~.~~.*~ 
...  l.l.ff.....l.....-..."...""."-..*.~.*-~....-*...*. L  J 
Parameters for  the laws 
B1  0.17 
B2  0.01 
*  8:Hultiplicative  coefficient for the  equilibrium law  -  Normal  values :  B=l.  Lor  the  laws 1.2.4.5.6.7 
Non  equilibrium law  :  1 Han  Qlwai:2 Dnubert  Labreton 
B1=0.17  02  around 0.01 for  law  3  .......  ~.."~.."...*"....~."*.*""..~~~.w.~~~w".~...~~~ 
3 Krone et Parthenlades 
,~~~=~.."*=""."=w-~".~~-"."="~w=="*~-*..~."~""~w"-*~* 
C  1 
=Parameters for the laws 
0  0.01 
E  0.005 .- 
CRBC 1989- i990 
'Grain  size distribution 
'CLASS  LCWER  HEDIUM  DIAMETERS (MICRONS) 
"I  XXXXXX  XXXXXX 
Xl CLAY  0.  1.5 
x2 SILT  5.  30. 
x3  SAND  62.  188.5 
'Description  of  the different periods 
'PP  QOm  COSAND COSILT COCLAY  DTXX  D50XX 
PO1  36.5  ,010  .070  .073  30.  100. 
PO2  30.3  ,012  ,246  .198  30.  100. 
PO3  36.1  ,014  ,119  ,153 30.  100. 
PO5  57.9  .lo7  .543  ,630  30.  100. 
PO6  77.5  1.019  ,740  ,721  15.  LOO. 
PO7  77.5  1.019  .740  ,721  15.  100. 
PDB  81.6  ,153  .465  ,408  30.  100. 
PO9  56.1  ,066  .I31  .304  30.  100. 
PI0  55.5  .019  ,050  ,088  30.  100. 
P11  52.6  ,016  ,060  ,089  30.  100. 
P13  45.8  .015  ,030  .073  30.  100. 
P14  43.2  ,011  .040  -099  30.  100. 
P15  41.6  ,044  ,193  .447  30.  100, 
PI7  71.3  ,549  .157  ,123  15.  100. 
P18  71.3  ,549  ,157  ,123  15.  100. 
P19  86.7  .326  .708  1.310  15.  100. 
POI  52.4  ,086  ,608  ,472  30.  100. 
pi2  44.4  .oio  ,066  .oes  24.  100. 
pi6  68.0  ,012  .a40  .ill  30.  100. 
CRBC 1990-1993 
'Description  of  the different periods 
'PP  QOXXXX  COSAND COSILT COCLAY  DTXX  DSOXX 
PO1  86,2  .327  ,721  1.194  15.  160. 
PO2  102.9  .202  ,708  1.716  30.  160. 
PO3  105.1  ,177  ,674  .863  30.  160. 
PO4  71.0  ,176  .597  .901  30.  160. 
PO5  55.5  ,011  .U41  .lo6  30.  160. 
PO6  53.9  ,009  .025  ,046  30,  160. 
1  1991 
PO7  42.1  .011  ,026  ,035  30.  160. 
PO8  41-6  .008  ,025  .034  30.  160. 
PO9  41.6  .010  ,022  .036  30.  160. 
P10  41.6  .015  ,083  .148  15.  160. 
P11  53.4  5.341  2.818  .824  4.  160. 
P12  53.4  5.341  1.818  .624  4.  160 
P14  53.5  ,615  .555  ,370  15.  160 
P15  71.9  .413  .673  .460  15.  160 
P16  88.7  .254  .424  .369  30.  160. 
P17  97.0  .021  ,169  .217  30.  160. 
P18  75.1  .015  ,057  .135  30,  160. 
P19  60.2  ,011  ,037  .062  30.  160. 
PZO  55.5  .014  ,014  ,092  30.  160. 
P21  60.4  ,014  .045  .082  30.  160. 
P22  44.3  ,018  .050  ,089  30.  160. 
P23  61.1  ,019  .053  ,093  30.  160. 
P24  55.0  ,019  ,115  ,186  30.  160. 
P25  55.5  .053  ,132  .I45  30.  160. 
P26  65.3  .329  ,484  .629  30.  160. 
P28  73.5  ,822  .394  ,570  15.  160. 
P29  91.4  .476  .200  .372  30.  160. 
P30  57.9  ,097  .118  .13E  30.  160. 
P31  55.5  ,044  ,024  ,047  30.  160. 
P32  55.5  ,010  ,011  .021  30.  160. 
P33  75.5  .019  ,012  .025  30.  160. 
pi3  53.4  5.341  1.816  .a24  7.  160 
1992 
~27  73.5  .a22  .394  ,570  15.  160. ...  ".fl....W..~.~.*~.."W*.~"W~~~~.~.f.."f..~*.W..~""" 
Equilibrium #%w:  1 Engelund; 
2  Ackers  White:3 Bagnold: 
4 Van  Rijn;S Katirn Konnrd  1990: 
6 Yang:  7 Karin Kennedy 1x81  .......  l.-r*lll..l..~.*...w."."..~..".~""..-.......-. 
L  3 
B1  0.17 
B2  0.01 
*  B=Multiplicative coefficient  far  the equilibrium law  -  Normal values : B.1.  far  the  laws 1.2.4.5.6.7 
*  Non  equilibrium law :  1 Han Qiwei;Z  Daubert  Lebreton; 
Parameters for  the laws 
81=0.17  B2 around  0.01 for  law  3 
1.  1....11~...........~....~..~~w..w~w..~.~...w~~~.~.. 
3 Krone et Partheniades  I........ 
1 
'Parameters  tor  the laws 
D  0.01 
E  0.005 Appendix  8  :  Graphical results of calibration 
Results of caIibration, CRBC 1987-1939 I  M 
"""1 
1-1  .. 
2.a 






OLD  VAIIAlIOUS 
Slmuhted evolutions for Aprll1987, March 1988 and January 1989: Results of calibration, CRBC 1989-1990 
0 Results of calibration. CRBC  1990-1993 
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Results of dlbratfoo for 19821984 
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4. MODELING  13 
4.1 ClIOlCE OF TIIE hIODELS 
4.  I.  I  GENERAL 
4.1.2 TYPES OF MODELING 
4.1.3 CRITERIA FOR CIIARACTERIZATION 
3.2 MODELS OF  TRANSPORT 
4.2.1 CLASSICAL FORMULAE 
4.2.2 SELECTION 01: IiQUlLlURlUM MOlXLS 
4.3 MODELS OF NON-EQUILIBRIUM TRANSPORT 
4.3.1 CONVECTION-DIFFUSION EQUATION 
4.3.2 EXCHANGE  (OR  SPATIAL  DELAY EFFECT) LAWS. 
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18 7  ...  .  Sedimentition  canals ofPI  -1  .e review. 
In  rivers, granular material transport induces major modifications of topography, like thresholds or meanders. An important 
erosion can threaten the stability of the surrounding grounds. 
tn  storage  basins,  the  fine  sediments, corning  from  upstream  lands,  are  ineluctably  deposited  when  \he flow  velocity 
desrsaszs.  To insutz tlis  prrznnity  of' the  systems, they  must  be  evacuated, either by  mechanical dredging  (not  always 
possjble), by  bottoni outlets (with serious environmental consequences downstream  from the dam) or by hydraulic  tlushing 
(the sediments are carried away by the flow); this second process is quite new: its consequences and efficiency are not well 
identified at the moment. 
The irrigation canals also undergo problems of erosion (earthen canals) and deposition. When sedimentation is  important, 
the capacity of hydraulic transport can be affected, penalizing the users downstream from the networks. 
In wste water  networks,  the  deposition  also  reduces  the  capacity  of transport  and  strategies of  dredging  have  to  be 
conducted. 
nu Boys, in  1879, proposed the first sediment transport formula. Since that time, especially artcr  19.50,  many othcr theories 
followed, but  they often rest  on empirical considerations. Even though  the theoretical  basis  have  heen reinforccd  in  the 
prc'smt Ibrmulations ot'srdimciit  transport, no law can be considered as universal today (ref:  [7],[8]). 
The  rivers of Himalayan  countries receive high  loads  of fine sediments (sand, silt and  clay) resulting  from an  intensive 
erosion in  Himalayan areas. Ning Cliien and Tai Ting Chung (1981) give a few Figures to illustrate the probfcm: the average 
concentration is about 4g/l  in Ganges River, 2.5g/l in  lndus River,  38gA in  Yellow River where concentrations of 666g/l 
have atready been measured! 
In  Pakistan, Tarbela storage basin, one of the largest in the world with  13  billion cubic meters, built in  the 70's on  tndus 
River, should be filled in less than 30 years. On lndus River also, sand deposition has already caused the meandering of  the 
river. 
The irrigation canals receive high loads of fine sediments as  well. When the flow velocity  decreases, these sediments fall 
and the waterways undergo sharp problems of siltation, implying high costs of maintenance. In Chashma Right Bank Canal 
(CRBC), a main canal dimensioned for a discharge of 135 m3p, the deposition layer reached  half a meter in  1991, for a 
hydraulic radius of 2.5 meters in average. 
The design  and  the  water  management  have nor  well  identified  consequences on  the  deposition  process  and  they  are 
currently done according to empirical rules. The most famous ones are Lacey's one (1929) which were used  for CRBC in 
1987 (Mahmood  1970 [14]).  These rules assume the existence of an equilibrium profile  for given  solid  and  liquid head 
discharges (regime theory). 
When the actual head discharges differ from the conception ones, or while the equilibrium profile  is not reached  yet, the 
regime theory is not able to forecast the bed evolution. Nevertheless,  we can use models of sediment transport, deposition 
and erosion. These models generate the concentrations in every point and at every time. The conservation laws give the bed 
evoiution then. 
Because of the important discharges variations  in irrigation canals, imposed by the head conditions and the strategies OF 
\mer distribution,  Ceniagret' chosc  this  second  approach.  This training  period  aims  at  understanding  the  process  of 
sedimentation and computing a model of sediment transport, coupled to an existing hydraulic model, in order to observe the 
impact of various regulation and maintenance strategies on several irrigation systems of Pakistan. 
The  first  paragraph  gives  a few notions about the current criterion  of design. The second part  of this  literautre  review 
presents a few physical aspects of sediment transport. The last one devefops a few models of transport, sedimentation and 
erosion. Sediment transport  in mication cad  of Pakistan. Litera  ture revkw.  3 
...  . 
12.  Design of irrigation canals 
2.7  Regime theory 
Ref. [IS], 1231 
.IIit. problems  of siltation  in  irrigation  canals  led  the engineers  to  define rule  of conception  at the end of the  previous 
century. These rules, despite empirical. have been  improved  and formalized. They are known today as the regime theory 
(Rlcnch 1057). 
In .in  irrigatioii  caiial,  1111' liquid  dkchLirgc  Q wliicli  tnust  bc:  transported  is  iniposed. 'f'lic  classical cquaiioiis (Maiining- 
Strickler, Chezy, Saint-Venant ...) define an infinity of possible geometries for the bed. However, we can observe (in flumes 
or  actual chnnncls)  that, when  the  imposed solid and  liquid  discharges are constant, the  channel  reaches  an  equilibriunr 
pnitik atirr a sutticicidy long tiriic (stable  slope and cross suction). Tlbc  cqualions of' scdiiircrit transport  tilitst be able to 
represent this equilibrium stage. 
These equations will be: 
- at each point of the bed, the total shear stress will be the same as the critical shear stress; 
- a closure criterion. 
'This  criterion  is oAen given  by  the optimization  of  a physical  function (Froude number, energy supplied  by  the  flow, 
hydraulic gradient, friction coefficient...).  These criteria often give slightly various resuIts, which  is  consistent  with  the 
variety of equilibrium profiles observed for a same bed. 
2.2  Historic 
Ref. [XI. 
Kennedy proposes ns early as  1895 1he first riiles of conception. He observes that tlic siltntirw is  ctnscly dqxiitlctil  OII  tlic 
;iinplttude of  flow eddisr this  on the water depth (for a given discharge). He  proposes the first empirical formula 
0.64  V0484.  h 
where Vo  is the critical average velocity  and h the flow depth. This formula, however criticized, was largcly applied  and 
reduced the siltation process in  irrigation canals of  Pakistan. 
With the same idea, Lindley proposed in 1919 three similar equations which  link the width, the water depth and the flow 
velocity. 
Ixt  us  also mention the regime theory of Lacey (1919-1928)  which proposes a more accurate calculation of the geometry. 
This theory was largely used in Punjab. The Irrigation Research  Institute (1933) introduced  the concentration and the fall 
velocity  in his formulae. 
hiany theories followed but they ofien rest on empirical considerations and Lacey's rules are still currently used (Chashrna 
Right Bank Canal [CRSC] for example (1987), main canal designed for a liquid discharge of 160 rn3/s). 
Since 1986, a proocedure for redefinition of the design criteria has been launched. Sediment transport models (Engelund- 
Hansen, Ackers-White. Yalin, Van Rijn.,.) were tested with poor results: none is able to fit the measured concentrations. e review.  4 
13.  Physical aspects of sediment transport 
3.1 Different  types of transport 
3.1.1  Bed load and suspension 
The particles of any river bed tend to be carried away by the flow. When these particles move in the core of the flow, they 
are in suspension.  When they regularly remain in contact with the bed, they represent the bed Ioad irutrsport. 
Flow 
zone  of suspension 
The suspension is closely linked to the turbulence of the flow:  the flow  eddies maintain the grains in motion. 
The bed  loud hmspurr is  linked to the tractive forces {viscous forces) of the  flow. Inside this type of transport. we can 
distinguish: 
- sliding or  rolling: the grains remain in the vicinity of the bed; 
- salratiun {or skip movement):  the particles are raised by the viscous forces but fall under the action of their weight. 
3.1.2  Bed forms: sand waves 
Ref. (23  1, [24]). 
Dunes, ripples ond unti-dunes are peculiar modes of bed load transport. They appear under certain hydraulic conditions. 
Antidunes appear only in shooting flows and their profile is more or less sinusoidal. They are in phase with the free surface 
deformations but move from downstream to upstream. 
Dunes and ripples (small  dunes) move in  the  same direction as the flow.  They have a triangular  shape.  After Ramerre 
(1981) (Ref. [19]) their height can reach 35%  ofthe flow depth and their length is about 6 times as  large as the  flow depth. 
In theory, we could link the transported bed load to the velocity of the dunes. Many empirical formulae propose to  assess 
this vetocity, but none is riniversal and they produce results in a very wide Wnge (ref. IS]). 
The  presence of these bed  forms  may have a strong influence on the  flow (friction, creation of bursts ...) and introduce  a 
factor of inaccuracy in the measures of topography. 
3.2 Mechanics at grain scale 
3.2.1  Fundamentals of hydraulics 
3.2.1.1 flow velocity disiribution 
The  flow  velocity  is zero at the bed  and maximum at  the free surface. The  verticat  distribution  of  the  velocity  can  be 
represented as follows: ort in  of Pak istan, 1.-  re  view.  ...  . 
5 
X 
This distribution is logarithmic in a turbulent flow and parabolic in a laminar flow (cf. Yalin  1977, Pochat, Le Guennec) 
3.2.1.2  SIienr stress distribrrtiori: two fypes  of  forces 
In a steady uniform  flow. each column of water is in a dynamic equilibrium. It  is submitted to its weight and to the reaction 
of the bed: 
The resultant of the pressure Forces is zero if the flow is  uniform: p(x).S(x)  is independent on x, 
Writing the projection oTP and Rt of R on the axis Ox, we obtain:  Psin(i) = Rt 
Considering sin(i)# i  =J if i small and for a steady uniform flow, and bdS ,  we finally obtain: 
WhJ = KO 
Here, TO is the total shear stress at the bed. We can define, by the same  way, the total shear stress T in every point. T  can 
bc divided in two  tenns: a viscous shear stress and a turbulent shear stress. 
-  thc viscous force: 
It is a friction force at the interface between two neighbouring layers of fluid which have different velocities. It is  dstirird as 
follows: fxy  = p--  where u  is the projection ofthe flow velocity in the x direction, -rXy  the shear stress in the x direction 
on a surface perpendicular to the y direction.  p is the dynamic viscosity. 
Acting on a grain, this force produces: 
- the traction of the grain in the flow direction. 
- the rotation of the particle if the velocity is not uniform around it. 
- the traction of the grain perpendicularly to the flow direction. 
du 
8 






The hydraulic charge H is assumed identical for both stream lines HI  and H2.  We have then 
I 
{{=Z +p'+11'=z,  t-i+L  P  1' 
'  P6  2g  PS  2s 
The gram is submitted, from the liquid, to the pressure force 
F = -#p.dS  which can be divided into two  terms: 
F  = #%.IS  -I- + pffir'. dS 
The first term IS Archimed force, the second one is the lilt force. Indeed, since the flow velocity increases from the 
bed to the free surface, this second force is also oriented from the bed lowards the free surface. 
Its  magnitude is  alt the higher as the velocity gradient is high, namely in the vicinity of the bed. (After Ref. 4)] 
Inertia hccs: 
They are predominant in the  turbulent zone. They  are linked to the fluctuations u' and v' of the flow velocity with respect to 
their nvcrages u and v. The turbulent shear stress is defined as follows according to the turbulence theory (Ref. [23]): 
T, = --prt'.v' 








As we can see from the  previous figure,  the  laminar zone  is quite limited. However, the bed foad transport will generally 
take place here, whereas the suspension will takc place in the turbulent zone. 
3.2.2 terminal vdocity (or settling or fit11 velocity) 
Ref. [23]. [6] 
This is (tic. vdocity that n particle can reach wlicn fafling in a quiet unbounded fluid, with no interaction  with the other 
pnrticlcs.  Ihis pii['ai11t'tcr  is often nsed tbr the suspended phase. f:or  example, the ratio W/U*  Is  olien used  ;is  a criterion to 
separate stisptnsion fixmi bed load;  IV  is intrinsic to the particle whereas u* is intrinsic to the flow. 
It  is possible to calculate w  in certain conditions. 
phe  terminal velocity is defined as the velocity that balances the forces (F)  exerted by the now on the particle and its 
weight  The particle Is assumed spherical and its diameter is  sufficient to represent its geometry. The dimensional 
analysis allows lo assess the rnagnltude of F: When the flow around the parlicfe is laminar, namely when the Reynolds number X* = wd/ v  is lower than unity, f 
reduces lo the viscosity forces: F must be independent on the densities of !he grains and Ihe flow (F would be the 
smie for any other density). Equation (1) implies 
- 
P 
This constant, determined experimentally, is approximately 3'pi. 
Thus, we have F = 3Tc. plod (Stokes law). When the equilibrium is reached, we have 
3rd 
6 
F = (p,, -  p)g.-- 
and finally 
When the flow is lurbulent (Reynolds number grealer lhan I000 approximately), F is independent on the viscosity. 
IL 
The dimensional analysis implies the proportionality between F  and piv2d2 (Newton law): F = -. pwZd . 
20 
Hence we  have  \I' = 1.74 ,/[:  -  1)gd  for a turbulent flow. 
Wlren the  flow  IS intermediate. namely when the Reynolds number Re"  is approximately between 1 and 1000, we 
cannot use the previous formulae. Abacuses are presented in appendix] 
The tcrniiiial kclocity iiicrcasss with the particle diameter. A groin tcnds to fall all (fie quicker as  Its diameter is high. Hence 
the suspc'nsion phase will co~itain  the finest particles whereas the biggest ones will remain in the vicinity of ihe bed. 
We niiist remain prudent when using the classical expressions of the terminal velocity, obtained for sphericat particles in a 
quiet fluid tlic sl~npc  might be notnbly essential. 
3.2.3  Initiation of  motion 
Most 0Tilic sediment transport theories assume the existence of a threshold for the initiation of  motion: 
- the sedinirnts can be cohesive (particularly the organic materials). To initiate the motion of these sediments, the flow must 
overconic the electrochemical forces between the bed and the particles. 
- the geometry of the grains also accounts for the existence of  the threshold: 4 
y"k 
Indeed. we can see from the previous figure that the grain#  will move if F can compensate the reaction  R  exerted by the 
gr..i~[i  ;I.  Ilr.nct.,  it  the rciiction  t<  iiiid the weight  P do not verily  IZ+P=O,  I;  wit1 necessarily be  different  from zero for the 
initiation of motion. 
In 1936, Shields tries to assess this threshold for an actual flow, working with a big number of non-cohesive particles. He 
introduces the parameter Y,  today know as  Shields parameter, mobility number or dimensionless shear stress and defined as 
follows: 
TJ  Y= 
6.  -YP 
and a Reynolds number at grain scale: 
u* d  Re'  = - 
Here, d is the grain diameter if the granulornetry is uniform or the medium diameter of the particles of  the bed otherwise. 
Shields analyzes the  initiation of motion in  fiinction of  Y and  Re*. He  obtains an  experimental  relation  y,  =@(Re*) 
(presented on  the  following figure)  for the  critical stage.  If,  for a given value of Re*, Y  (representing the  ability for the 
grains to be  carried by the flow)  is  greater than Y,,,  the  grains  will be carried by the  flow;  nothing will happen on the 
contrary. 
V 
1  10  10'  1  0'  t 0' 
x,, - 
FIO.  4.11  rnh 0 
The shape of Shields curve is consistent with theoretical considerations (Ref.  [23]). 
[For very fine  particles, the bed is completely smooth and the size of the grains d loses its meaning: d must vanish 
from  ihe  relation  Vw  =@(Re*)  and  we  obtain  Ye.&*=  ate which  produces  a  slope  of  -45'  on  the  log-log 
representation of the critical stage. 
For a turbulent flow (Re* high), the viscosity has no meaning and must vanish from the relation  U_  =@(Re*)  which 
reduces to Y,ycste.] 9 
...  .  -art  in irri  zation canals of  P  akisw.  Literature  re  view, 
3.2.4  Friction prediction 
flct'. 161, 1231. 
3.2.4.  I  Defitiitiotis 
f'ricrinn  factors iire essential in hydraulics. They can be assessed by two methods: either by calibrating them when we know 
,111 itlc ,111icr v;iri:ihlcs  01 ttic tlow, or  by ;iiiiitysing thc structure ofthe bccl. 
-  Stricklcr coet'ficieiit  ti:  it conies  from  the  equation  K = 0  / s.  I<-"'J-t'' which  is  known  as  Manning-Strickltr 
quation and varies from 20 (bed with vegetation) to I00 (lined bed) in R canal. n=1/K  is Manning coefficient. 
CtrL'zy coefficienr  C:  it  is  the oldest  (end  of  18th  century)  but  still  used  currently.  C  is  given  by  the  formulae 
U = C.m  but is not dimensionless. Yalin prefers to define c= C/ &  which is dimensionless. 
Let  11s also mention finally Darcy-Weisbach coefficient: I = 8/  c2  * 
3.2.4.2 smooth bed 
btany empirical formulae propose to assess the roughness of  a bed as a fimction of its granulometry (Yang [26]).  If is called 
.sXrtr  f.~~f~~~I~ldSS. 
a 
For n sniootli and  unboirnded bed, the Strickler coefficient is  generally given  by  a relation  K  = :.  The inosr classical 
formulae use a =2 I, n=1!6  and ~40%  or  a  =26, n=1/6 and x=90%. 
4 
3.2.4.3  rrrtirol bed 
For-  iiii  actual  bed,  tlitxe  coefticients  can  be  deeply  different  from  those  obtaiiied  by  calibration,  naniely 
11s difference can generally be explained  by  the  presence of banks aiid bed  deformations.  As 
riiciitioncti licfcrre, the dtuies atid ripplc.5 niay notably change the globnl roiig;hiiess of thc bed, dividing by  IWI  tlic Srricklcr 
coctticirnr  in sonit' cases. Tlit~s,  the loss of energy is  the  sum  of  the loss due to the grains and of the loss due to the  bed 
fomio. Thrsrs loses are proportional to J (hydranlic gradient) thtrs to f. 
Engslund (1966) {ref. 731) proposes to calculate f for an actual bed as the sum of the skin roughness Factor and a bed  form 
roughness factor. 
Rnmerte (ref. [  191) gives a similar relation with the Strickler coefficients. 
The bed  forms also reduce the efficiency of the  total shear stress, characterized with the ratio a  = -.E  . Meyer and Peter 
(IWY)  (ref. 18j) gave ttic simplest relation to assess this efficiency, obtained experimentally: 
A* -  (2 j  7 ~-1'3,J-Iiz. -,.I  .  - I  L. 
'I 
T  I, 
~slicw  t; arid Kr art. respectively rhr actual and theoretical Strickler coefficients. In practice, CI is close 10 I  for a flar bed but 
can rcach the value of 0.35 for beds with dunes. 
3.3 Synthesis: link between the forces  and the sediment transport 
3.3.1  At grain scale 
This paragraph fries to show how the forces presented above can provoke the different types of transport 
initiation  of bed load  transport: the  viscous forces are sufficient to overconie  the cohesion forces. According  to the 
micro geometry of  the bed, the grain can be displaced either by saltation, rolling or sliding: Q 
b 
R 
Lhiiing !tic:  timu dl, the particle was carried by the  fluw (with tlie  velocity  u) and should have fdllen from tlie height 
YJ  dt.  Yet.  ths  lift  fLirce, perpcntlicrilai. to  the  frce s"'fa\:e,  srrpliliad  eriocrgh  enzrgy  to  indinlain the  pnrlicle  in 
suspcnsinn  Ps  we  can see fiuin the previous flyuic, lhis energy (por titiit wcighi)  is w(l-P)dt and is won kJy  thc grain 
In tk  saiw time, ttw  groin has lo-t the  gravitalioiial  energy  (por  unit ividlh) ti tVJJ).ldt. Develnped at  first order, the 
ciieigy recetvcil tiy {lie graiit is F.:w-ii.l 
According tc, Wang. the particle is  self suspended (or in the wash Imd  phase) if it receives no cncrgy from the flow, 
i.e E-0) 
To assess the concentralion, Scllriiidt (1925) and O'Niien (1933) (rcf. [lol)  writti tlic cliffusion-convectiori equatiori in 
which Ihoy oiily keep the verlical vaiiadons of the  conccrilialion. Tliuy ubtdin which can be  integrated once in 
where E , is a turbulent diffusion coefficient, w the terminal velocity of the considered class of paFticles. This equation 
is known as Schmidt-Rouse one.  E  is usually defined wilh  E ,s  = -  where  v, is the turbulent viscosity and a, 
Schmidt turbulent  number. assessed  between 0.5  and  1.0 according to  the  authors.  Writing  the  turbulent  shear 
stress, we obtain the value of v, : 
", 
G, 
T, = pv,(g)  = pr,*? 
thus  V,  =  * i(  1 - i)  I  5  being Von Karman constant. Reported in Schmidt-Rouse equation, we finally obtain 
after integration 
At present. zo can only be obtained through calibration on field measurements.] 
3.3.1  At tllc globai SC~IC 
3.3.2.  I  ivnsh bad: 
Considering its definition, we can easily imagine that this type of particles is not in interaction with the bed. lf  the energy of 
he  flotv  is constant. the tvasli load will remain in  suspension without any contact with the bed. 
Since the Ilow supptics no energy to maintain the wash load in suspension, we can also consider that there  is no liinitiitioti 
for  the conccntration of these particles. This  is not completely  true since flocculation can  appear  for high conceiitration 
(around a few grams per litre). 
3.3.2.2 &ell  Iund imtrrinl: 
Equilibrium conditions 
l1.i is iiiiiiiiionl)' nssutiitxl ttiiil a unifolni Iluw reaches an e~~zdif~t-i~in~  concrrr/vn~ion  Tor  the bed load materials. In  his  ciix, 
[Iic cqiiilibriuni solid discharge is also called capacity ojsedimenf transporf  and depend on the granular material  nature and 
the flow characteristics. 
This equilibrium state does not mean that each particle is in  a dynamic equilibrium. Yet,  the integration of all the particles 
trajectories gives the equilibrium transport rate. To define rigorously the equilibrium,  we could say,  like Bagnold (1966) 
(ref. [23], [j]),  that the loss of  energy for the flow and the energy used to transport the sediments are equal. 
However,  it is not very  easy  to calculate this energy from mechanical considerations at grain scale.  That  is why  many 
r'orinulations ofthe sediment transpon rate rest on empirical basis. 
We  will present in the next chapter several equilibrium laws. 
9  Non equilibrium conditions: When the flow or the solid discharge is not uniform, we are apriori in non-equilibrium conditions. For instance, the  flow 
discharge decreases from upstream  to downstream in  an  irrigation canal, and thus the  capacity of sediment transport  as 
\Ye  11. 
\\!lien  the actual concentration is lower than the equilibrium concentration, the flow will tend to erode the bed. When  it is 
greater, the particles will tend to deposit. However, deposition and erosion will occur with a spatial and temporal delay. In 
urdcr to rnodcl this pticiioincnotl,  WC: will present in  the next chiipter several laws for the scdimentation-erosiun process. 
'fhcsc Iws  are called delay eflecf laws. 
Gi1lappatti (1983) (ref. [16]) defines the aduptufion length as the length necessary for a uniform flow to reach  its capacity 
of transport. This adaptation length depends on the hydraulic variables and the granulometry of the sediments. According 
to  Daubert-Lebreton  (1967) (ref.  [4]), this length can be very short for bed load transport (one hundred  tiiiies the grains 
~Ii;iriieter),  but is  niuch higher for very  tine particles. We  could say for instance that the wash  load phase  has an infinite 
~hpi:itioii  lcngtli, and tlicrchc  the eqtiilibrirrm concentratioii woitld have 110  itsc for wash loid. 
3.3.3  Influence of thc bed composition 
Wh~.n  itic I iver bed is  iii a stage of scouring, the medium diameter d,,  may not be representative of the particles which can 
IIL,  crt)tktl. 
Iiidc.rd, several plienorricnn must be taken into account: 
- the  finest particles will be scoured first if they are available; 
- the coarser ones will behave as an armaur: 
Flow  - 
Active layer 
This phenomenon is ofrrn encountered in gravel rivers where the coarser gravels need a lot of energy to be  moved 
3.3.3.2 A rthe hyer 
The active layer is the upper layer of the bed (see figure).  It participates  in the exchanges between  the bed  load and the 
acrual bed ofthc river. Below this layer, we can flnd other layers of different characteristics: 
- grain size distribution; 
-  cohrsivit!'; 
-  tutiir?  (fbr  csaniplr tliz clays would become wash  load  if eroded  whereas satid  would  be  considered as bed material 
lcrad) 
Thub  i7  model  with  the  active layer concept should be  able to predict  those  characteristics at  each time  step and each 
abscissa. For that, the grain size distribution of the suspended and the bed load must be known also. They will  be modified 
according to the two following processes which occur simultaneously: 
- erosion  the transported  load will receive particles with the characteristics of the active layer; 
- deposition: the transported load will lost: a proportion of its particles. 14,  Modeling  -  ~  J 
4.1 Choice of the models 
4.1.1  Gcne~1 
~IJII~  cqtrilibritiin  and ilcliry effect laws esist for bed load  as well ns  for suspension. These lorm~tlac  arc mast of  the iiiiic 
crnpirical;  they  have  often  been obtaiiied  in steady  and  uniform conditions,  for hotnogeneow  materials  arid  calibrated 
tlirotigti Iltiiiir cspcrinirrris. 
To apply  them far actual rivers or  canals,  it is  recommended to  replace some coefficients proposed by thc  authors with 
pnramrtsrs calibrated through actual data. 
4.!.2  Typrs of motlrling 
for thc wish load, we wilt prefer inodets of concentration (convection-dil'fusion cqttntion), where the  term r1F i.schnngc 
M itli Ilic bc~l  will IJL'  ~ert), 
for the bed load material, we can use: 
-  L-ithcr :I  iiiotlcl  01'  coiiccntrnticm or iiiatcrinl conservation. This niodcl rniisi be coirplctl 10 iiii  cxcliarigc I'Iw.  '[  IIIS  litw mi 
h: 
* nil trosion and deposition law, such the empirical model of Krone and Partheniades (see further); 
*  :in delay cffcct law  cnnpted with an eqirilibriuni Isw. 
-  ~ic  .in  clufrra-lagriin~i.~ii  iiiudcl which calculates the trajectory of  each  particle. The conccntiation  is calcularcs  through 
integration of a11  the trajectories. 
It  is  possible  to  sepnrntc  diffkretit  classes  OF particles,  especially  when  tfie  grantrlornetry  is  \vide.  Ncvcrtlwless,  the 
qiiilibriuni I:i\\.s gi\ r'  tlic solid discl1;trgr: for the wliolc bed tiiatcrial load. 
4.1.3.1  clicimcterizatioii  of  ilte dvfeererrt phases 
It ij necess;iry  to distinguish wash load From bed material load since the mechanisms of transport are significantly different. 
'I tic  \$ash luad cannot be niodelled through an equilibrium law. Ixt  11s come back 011  ~ht:  criteria of scpnr3tioii. 
-  cIi:yL.[ic.il  LippruL.li:  I\C  li,i\,c  ;Issiiiitcd  t1i:it  if the  turniinal  vclocily  IV  of.  ii  pai-iiclc is sticli  ;IS  w-IJ.J, tlicii  it c;in  tic. 
conjldtrtd 35 wash load. bv is  directly linked to the diameter of the particle (see cnlculation of terminal velocity). I-lznct: V,Y 
LI[I  c;~Ici~Iatc  il critical diameter dcr below which the particles are auto-suspended (wash  load) and above which the panicles 
bcltmg 11) the bed iiiaterinl. 
- concentration distribution: this approach needs to know  the profile of concentration for several classes of particles. If  for 
one class rlie concentration is homogeneous, then this class can be considered as wash load otherwise it will be clssified as 
heel material. This method is thcrefore more complicated and less accurate than the previous one. 
4.1.3.2  ClinrncteriZntioii of  the bed moterid had 
V,'c  presented in the present chapter the different types of transport. This paragraph aims at giving n critciiw to h~'  atdt to 
say if'rvu have suspension,  bed load, dunes ... 
which is approxiniatcly the ratlo belwcen  hJ 
IL~n~ctte  [ref. IIO]) classified the flows with Shields parameter  Y = 
ilic inngniriicfe ofthe trxtivc forcc to tlic weight oftlie medium particle 
'l'lie tbllowing figure sives lfie thresholds for: Sstliriirrit (rnnsDort in  irripariuri caiials oKPCikisa.  L ilerature revjcw. 
- [lie initiation of rnotion: ti  0111  0.027 tc, 0.045, which is consistent with Shields approach. 
- the appearance of dunes; 
- die appearance of  suspension; 
- the end of appearance of dunes. 
I4 
0.017-0.045  0.062  0  25  2.5  Y 
I  I  I  c 
bcd luiid ;ind 
flat bcd 
No  rr:irrsprr\  btll  lo;ld  drincs williuul  duilcs wih 
suspension  suspension  suspension an a 
We will also use criteria defined by Hagold, Engelund and Van Rijn (ref. [26]): 
u*/w>h 3 apparition of suspension 
h.  is in ihs raiigr: [ I ;  41 ;ilicr VLin  Rijn, its value is 0.8 for Bagriold and 0.25 for Engelund. 
4.2 Models of  transport 
42.1  Classical formulae 
Ref 1231, [6] 
4.2.1.  I  Forniirln of  Ahyer-Peter (1945) (or Swiss  forimila) 
Tliis (simplified forinula) givcs good results when there is  bed load otily (Y<0.25).  It is the  first of  the modern formulae but 
it is still used with sitccess today (Kalu~.l  1988). 
l1yx)tlirsis: A  critical  sliciu  stress  YcI  exists.  Below this  value, no grain  is eroded tkom  fhr:  bed. Ycr is determined from 
Shields curves but Meyer and Peter assume Ycr constant and propose Yc~O.047. 
Xlc!  CI'  mi!  Peter  manic tIiLi1  the  solid discliarge  is  only  function  of  the  difference (Y-Ycr). They  give  the  fbllowing 
triipirical lornitil~ 
(1)  = 8.  [Y -  0.0471; 
\\ iicrc'  (13  is the dimerisionlsss solid discharge, Y Shields parameter. 
Noticc that the viscosity  does not appear in  this formula, which  implies the non validity of Meyer-Peter formula for fine 
p.iltic1r.s. The water depth does not appear either, like in many bed load formulae. 
Doni;iiii of validity: 
h between  I and  120 cm 
J between 0.4%0  and 20%0. 
d between  0.4mm and 3cm 
33  p, between  1.03 and 4.33.10  kplrn 
For small grain diameters (<O.Srnm)  dunes can appear and the relation is not valld. 
4.2.1.2  Kirislcitr 's  ffieoqf  (1950) 
Even though Einstein made fwo mistakes in  his development,  his approch is particularly interesting and was used by many 
other authors. 
111'  dues not assiinie the  existence ofa  threshold for initiation of  motion, which is sometimes contested, 
lie iti&es  the following hypotliesis: 
- the probability for a particle $0  be brought into motion is independant on its history; 
- a particle is eroded as soon as the lift force is superior to its weight in water; cnt tra uwrt tn Irrwtion c-.  1  I,llerd Itum.mvlew.  u  ...  . 
- tllc distmicc 1,  brtwccii two coiisccutivr points ofcontacts with the bed for the particlc is only function of iis geometry; 
- the probability p for il  particle to be eroded and the exchange time T to replace the eroded particle are supposed known, 
Ld 
f:or  p, Einstein chooses ;I  rrarinal  law  and proposes  7' =  0: -  =  8 -,  where d is  the diameter of the particles, w  their 
terminal velocity, af3  coefficients of proportionality. With those hypotheses, Einstein obtains 




A* being a parameter linked to the geometry of the grains. The problem consists in  giviiig a value for p. Since p is linked 
to Sliirlds paraiiictcr Y, Eirisiuiri proposes 
whrrc A*, B* and qo  are assessed experitnenally. Einstein gives a smoothed form for his equation, making it practical: 
= 32.6.Y3 
We can also inentioil Einstein-Brown's smoothing 
.O=flY> 
Yolin (77) (lief  16) fol1o~vt.d  Einstein's development  in a correct way and obtained, aRer smoothing, 
0  = [5.2XYp1* 
4.2.i.3  Told  Iund formitlo of  Bngtrold (I9661 
l'his  t'clruiiih  rest  on  eiiergelical concepts.  Uagnotd  assumes  that  the  power  necessary  to  transport  the  sediments  is 
proportional to the loss of potential energy of the flow per unit time, which bagnold calls "available power". This power per 
unit arca is 
Er = pg  lU.  u.  dy  = p*yh.l.  1J = T  ,, . IJ 
Considcriiig  oil tlw oiiu tiiiiid thc bcd  lu;d transport and on (tie othcr hand the suspcnsioii,  13aynold obtains the  following 
theoretical formula: 
where  Us 
suspended load, w the terminal velocity and f=tan \p  a friction factor on the bed. 
Assurniiig U,=U  and proposing numerical values to make his formula practical, he finally obtains 
is the velocity of the sediments, eb  the efficiency of the flow for the  bed  load, e,  the  efficiency  for the 
. 
For sand  finer  than 0.5mni and  Y>1,  Bagnotd  gives  the value  of 0.17  for  eb/f and  special  graphs to  assess  it  otherwise 
(ref.[j]). This model was compared with several set of data. It produces quite satisfying results when suspension is  present 
(YrQ.4  according to Yafin). 
4.2  1.4  Forrrrrrlrr of  Etr~L.liitr~-H~iIs~ti  (1967) 
This formula is empirical. It was established for particles from 0.190 to 0.930rnm and produces good results for bed load as 
well as for suspension. It writes as follows:: C is Chizy coefficient, djg Itit inediuni diameter. Using dimemionless variables, it writes 
c2 
@ = 0.08  Y5'*. - 
Engelund-Hansen  formula assesses the total load and Ramette (Ref. [ 191)  proposes to use  it when Y>O.3 when suspension 
exists. It  is valid even when dunes and ripples are present. 
-1.2.2  Selection of equilibrium models 
4.2.2.  I  Coiiipnrison of  existirig  fortnrrinr 
Ashsrs lricd iii  I980 (rcf'. [61) tu cliissiry after experinientnl critcria thc most fillllous of thc cqt~ilibriurn  kinsport formulae. 
Ackers-White  formula  was  the  best  one,  followed  by  the  models  of  Engelund-Hansen,  Rottner,  Einstein,  Bishops, 
To  ftyi 15 ti.. . 
Yang and Wan (ref. [25])  also compared different models with flume and river data. In  flume experiments, Yang's formula 
is the best one, foltowed by  Engelund-Kansen, Ackers-White,  Laursen  and recommend not to  use the models of  Colby, 
Einstein and Toffalctti. 
In  rivers, Yang's  formula  is still the  best  one, then  Toffaletti,  Einstein,  Ackers-White,  Cofby, Laursen  and  Engelund- 
Hansen. 
He notices that the calciilated concentrations arc always higher than the actual one (up to  tOO%)  which  is normal (after him) 
since the bed load is seldoni measured. 
Ciirliuso and Neves also compare ten total  load formulae with the support of  more than 7000 measurements. They observe 
that the formulae ot' Korirn-Kennedy (1 98  I  and  1990) often give the best results, followed with Ackers- White  (I  973) and 
We  must  keep  in mind fwvvever thilt  most of  these formulae where establislied  after flume  experiments,  in  steady  and 
unifomi conditions and for a controlled grain size distribution. For instmce, the formulae with only one characteristic grain 
size ivili not be appropriate for gravcl rivers. Furthermore, the different niodzls will be more or less sensitive to the errors in 
iiirnsurements. 
SI1l"l  lllrly  (f 97  I). 
4.2.2.2  Models npproprimte  for ilir irrigrrfion  cnirnls 
We present  in  appendix  5 several models adequate  LI  priori  for  irrigation  canals.  They  were  selected on  the  following 
criteria: 
- low flow velocities; 
- presence of suspension; 
- mainly very fine sediments (sand, silt and clay). 
The formulae we present were considered as the  most re!iabte  ones by several authors. 
4.3 Models of non-equilibrium transport 
4.3.1  Convcction-diffusion equation 
lhis  equation writes as follows: Sediment transport in irriralion canals of P-  Lrterabre re view.  17 
wlirre 9  is a  ierni oCesclia~~gs  (WOII  by the suspended load), K, is  a diffusion coefficient,  V,  the  mean  velocity  of the 
grains. nssiinird most of  the time the same as the flow velocity, wen  fhoiigh the  ccmxiltration  is liighcr in the  viciiity uf ihc 
bed, Lvhtxe the llow velocity is  the lowest. K, depends on thc geometry ofthe grains: 
...  . 
1/4 
K, = 7.25hu  *[-$I  after Thackston-Krenkel (t967), 
arter titi  (t 978), 
after Fischer (I 979).  U2L2  Kc  = 0.01  1- 
i111 * 
This qwt  ion can tic usccl fbr scver;il clnsses of  psi-titles. 111 p;irticukr, it is  sulliciciit to ;~ssc~~  tlic  1oiiSicutIitiiiI di:ili-iI>tttjoti 
thc \vasli loiid, sincc thc  tcrtn of exchange  $=O.  When this term is diffcrereut fiom zero, it an be assessed  with the .Y~CIC~O/ 
J+I,  L~]>CI lun~s  prrsenred further. 
Nevertheless,  to solve this second order differential equation,  we need to know two boundary conditions, for  itisrance [he 
conctnfrations at two different abscissae. 
4.3.2  Exchange (or spatial delay effect) laws. 
4.3.2.1 forttmh  of  Dartbc.rf-Lebrelon (1 967) 
I his t‘orniula writes as fobltows: 
._ 
\vliere I.;  is a constant of erosion or deposition obtained  by calibration, and  q: -q, the difference !he  equilibrium  and 
actual solid discharges per unit widh 
‘1‘0  obrrlin this fonriula,  Daubsrt and I-ebteton assume that the probability  for a particle to be  deposited is  function of the 
dist;incc ds  made by the particle, namely P(dx) and propose 
P(dx)=1 -exp(-K.dx). 
They follow then a similar development as Einstein’s one. 
The authors also assume that the coefficient K is inversely proportional to the difference between rhe actual and thc critical 
shc;lr StICSS nl rhc bL.d IcvL.1. 
This formula is appropriate to bed load and is not supposed fo be valid for suspended load. 
4.3.22 Hmt ’s  furttirth 
Wirh a similar idea, Han (ref. [  121, [  131) proposes the foltowing loading law: 
cI.W 
with  K = - 
I1 * 
1  his  forinula  seetiis  to  be more appropriate to  suspended since the  deposition  dynamics of‘ rhe  sediments  is taken  into 
 titit it ttmtigfi the  tjlt \ docity w mil the shear velocity u*. &dinlent  trauiiorl in irriration canals of  PakistanJ&mtu re review.  18 
-. 
4.3.2.3  Models of  Krone mid Pnrtfietiiades 
TIicse empirical models give good results for cohesive sediments. They assume that the term  of exchange is proportional 
tltc  gq)  between the total  slmr  stress arid a critical shear stress, which is not  thc smic for crosion and dcposition, and  not 
[he same as the critical shear stress given by Shields ctirve. 
For  erosion,  Partheniades  (1965)  obtains  4e  = M. --  1  for  T >T~~  ,;  M  and  T~~  must  be  determined 
r.spcririicntatly 
For ~ieposi~iuii,  Kroiir (1962) introduces tlir terminal velocity  as well as a refere:ice concentration Cf in the vicinity of the 
bed.! Ic  proposes: 
[:;  1 
Two other models are presented in appendix 3. 
4.4 Eulero-  Lagrangian models 
rci:  [ IS  1 
Tlirsu models simulate the trajectories of each particles. The global value are obtained  after integration.  The first one was 
deLelopped  by Bayazit  (f 972) We can also mention the one developped by  Cemagref (Yvergniaux  1990) with an accurate 
ni~dclli~~~  ofrurbulttnce and suspension. It could be applied for decantation basins (Frey  1995). 
4.5 A few operational models 
-  I.4L.LUVIAL (Karirn  and Kennedy,  1982, ref.  [I I]),  replaced  now  by SEDICOU, developed  at  the  Iowa  Institute of 
Hydraulic Research; 
-  C'AKICt MR, Firstly  dcvzlopped  by  the Laboratoire d'Hydraulique dr France.  In Ref. [20], liahuel  (1988) introduces 
sorting. nrmoring and modelling ofthe active layer. 
-  IIEC6: American  model developed to  simulate the siltation  in  rivers  and reservoirs, when  the sediments are of same 
charncreristics as in rhe  irrigation canals but for which it has not been applied. In particular, it was applied to  simulate the 
silr,irinn in Thrbeln reservoir (Paliistnn) for 4 years. 
These niodels try to represent the physics of the  phenomena as well as possible (for instance with concepts of active layer, 
coIiesi\ it!.  of the st.dinirnts ...I 
- SEFLOW (ref. [ 151, [  161) has been developed at the hydraulic laboratory DELFT (the Netherlands) is more appropriate to 
!lie  irrigation C~III~IIS.  It has already been applied to irrigation canals of Pakistan. 